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ABSTRACT. 
The process of computerised tomography (CT) has been developed for 
medical imaging purposes using a variety of X-ray scannars. So far, 
little attention has been" paid to industrial applioaticns of 
tni. 
s 
technique, largely because of the constraints of expense. 
An investigation was made of the suitability of one medical scanner, the 
EMI CT5005, as an industrial scanning tool. This showed up a variaty of 
problems when scanning non-medical objects, and suggested an alternative 
approach to the problem. This was to construct an experimental scanner 
based on gamma-ray sources, to overcome the problems of be--; i hardening,, 
and provide versatility and, perhaps, portability T-; e greatest 
limitation on this sort of device is the'time needed to pr,, iuce a scan. 
However, even with small laboratory sources it seemed aossibiý. to 
produce a dtsable scanner. 
This experimental scanner was constructed and developed to to stage of 
procuoing very acceptable images, albeit of moderate resoh J on. 
This thesis outlines the basic theory o' reconstructing imr; es using CT, 
and describes the considerations leading to the developr.:, +nt r,: ' the 
experimental scanner. The scanner itse'f is described, alor... with 
details of control, data processing, and the problems encountered. The 
stctistieai lin tations on the scanner are d< -rited, and :, 'Ze way these 
affect the quality of the final .T image is inv,. "'*i gated ire detail. p 
variety of applications of the scanner are sutgested, both in it.,. 
present form and with foreseeable develop,, rerrts, and a catalogue 
of the 
scans obtained using the scanner is proviocd. 
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lAl'ittUDUCTIüN. 
Tomography is loosely derived from the greek word 'tomi' meaning a cut 
or a slice. Computerised Tomography ( CT ) is the process of obtaining 
a two-dimensional cross-sectional image by processing a set of 
one-dimensional projections obtained, for example, by X-ray, gamra-ray 
or charged particle probes, or NMR. It can therefore provide 
information of internal structure non-invasively. 
several workers, including Cormack [Cormack 19631, investigated the 
possible development of CT. but it was not until the work of Hounsfield 
['Hounsfield 79731 at EMI that tomography was truly realised with the 
advent of the EMI brain scanner. In 1974, EMI followed this small 
aperture X-ray machine with the developaient of the first CT body 
scanner, also an X ray machire. The early versions of these machines 
processed data fairly slowly and had long scan times, but these drawbacks 
have slowly been improved. Figure 0.1 shows a body scan taken 
scanner. 
. 0 EMI 
Our interest in CT scanning was arousoü in 1976, following . he CT scan 
of a piece of wood that had been used for dendroanalysis work at the 
University. This clearly showed the internal structure of the slid 
wood (figure 0.2). The points where 
attenuation (dark) spots, 
attenuation (bright). The region of particular interest to 
high attenuation ring. This had been detected earlier, quite 
when cored for neutron activation, and wood in this 
its where cores had been taken show up as low 
and one unsuccessful coring , shows up ns 
high 
"egion of particular interest thus was the 
had been detected earlier, quite by chance; 
activation. and wood in this ring is 
exceptionally high in group 2 metals [Tout 1977]. This scar, showed, 
the potential of CT scanning for non-medicäi applications, and is really 
the instigating force behind this-project.. 
1. 
FigUt"L 0. I. 
.. 
ýi scan of a 5vG{Y 
The use of tcmcgraphic scQnr-ink; rind so far only been fully appr: -Rte ,; 4 
no applied in the medical im:, ing fief... This is no c- ri: o_t 
to the expo!;..,: .: P. d lac;; of ver"ntllity of 1,;... , ^. ie.. o_ Sc, _ . ners, "llllcil 
make them unsuitable for use as .,. 3tri. i screen. dc: iica. S. 
idever:, heless, there is a huge area 0possible applie : -. ions, hot!. 
scientific and : ndustri-al. Our interest ste^: meti fr, -)! -, ý: ork O: trees, : i:, u 
an obvious &-pplic^ atiot of CT s in dendro:: i: ronole" , Und t""ce anl 
wood quality studies. tree gives a:. ideal represent.; '. on t1 
arcihýtypal in, dustria' object, since can _') c'c 
fo: r str:.:: 
disýontinuiti. =s, and density v"_ri atioc. r; )t; her words li ar, "c o: ' 
non-cestructivt- testing can be poca . n: f: i'lii C: , t'le:, ü1 .T5....... 
1i ;, 
:. ilrriu: iit. lon ;: illj eXpl'riI17:: Ui.,, i WUt'I: .;,. i1J ci: 
t, rlcl". lc:;:: i lii 
the u: "der or' . 
J2rcri. can bi detect-CA in ..::: rüte 
LHo1. ir. in5, tiJrbBn, 
M-yer, ThýArip5on 1`+3' allCl dellSi`".; Varlätion; 
5c: o ir: of as little as ý percent are reac: ily ü:: tlieV:. G1C. if ..! is 
con,; uriction lfith, n-linc computer grap! '. io5 i', _c111t1C. 3, 
tW': "11RiCG: >lona 
2 
FiE, ur 0.2 An EM, I scan of Elm tree section. 
imaging of ccr. plex objects can be p: rformec, end '., deed more 
sop, lsticated processing using dedicatcd hardware proviae 
three-dimensior. ai imaging of t:: e internal s,: rucLure of cc,,;. l; x ob,, e. ts. 
This has already been succesfulýy utiilsed for rr. J'ica! .. irposes by 
workers at tike Mayo clinic 'Herman 19[ d]. Finai"iy the puussibiity of 
using multi-energy scanning to Drtain ntal ýstribu. cions 
wit', in objects is an exciting possibility. 
The purpose of the project I err. urked up. -11 was to build and evaluate a 
garuna-ray CT scanner for ., on-medicz applications. 
This thesis 
describes, in chapters one an, i two, c1 . x;., pr ; cLieal 
considerations for the design and operation of tr; e scanner and the 
remaining chapters, the operation, limitsLions anu applications of the 
scanner. The thesis is arrange as descrioeJ be_cd: 
Chapter one reviews the basic theory of tomographY and discusses some 
of the developments and suggestions of workers in the field ,: hick may be 
of relevance to our applications. This chapter is concluded by a 
summary of some of the ideas which may be worth pURuing in future 
investigations. 
0 
Chapter two considers the limitations of one medical CT scanner, the EMI 
CT5005, as a more general scientific tool, and discusses the advantages 
and disadvantages of using a gamma-ray probe instead of X-rays. It 
. analyses 
the requirements of a gamma-ray scanner and the severe 
limitations imposed by using a radioactive source rather than an X-ray 
tube. 
Chapter three describes the gamma ray scannerwhich we constructed, and 
the experimental procedure and data processing. The computer programs 
fcr processing and analysis , and the implementation of the SNARK75 
package for simulation and real scanning are described. The historical 
development of the scanner and associated problems are related. 
Chapter four gives a detailed analysis of the statistical behaviour of 
the scanner, and. shows the limitations of the method of scanning 
adopted. It then proposes optimum parameters for scanning within the 
experimental constraints obtaining for :a given sample. The propagation 
of errors through reconstruction algorithms is reuiwed and discussed 
detail, and a correct expression for the variance of photon noise in the 
image derived. Finally, there is a discussion of seanningparancters. 
and a recommendation of the optimum parameters for scanning. 
Chapter five considers some of the possible applications of a 
scanner for non-destructive testing and scientific purposes, 
suggests developments for emission tomography using the rig. 
ses, and 
This is 
followed by details 4individual scans obtained with the scanner upto 
!! 
0 
CT is frequently 'referred to as reconstruction from projections. The 
term projection as used in CT is an extension of the familiar concept 
used. in projective geometry, and is indeed sometimes, more confusingly, 
called a profile. However, a general definition of a projection is 
needed, from which specific cases can be obtained. To do this we must 
first define a raysum: 
A raysum p(r, A) of a function f(x, y) is formed by integrating the 
function along a line s(r, Q): 
The process of taking raysums is therefore an integral transform, and 
reconstruction can be considered as taking the inverse transform. The 
function s(r, a) need not be a straight line. In ultrasonic imaging for 
example, the rays will be distorted by the scanned medium. In our case, 
the line s. (r, A) is given by the equation 
s ycos8°- xsinA 
values of r. A more general set of raysums is termed a view; thus a 
set of raysums with r constant for all angles 0 would be a view, but not 
projection is defined as a set of raysums at the sane angle 9 for all 
the mathematician J. Radon, who first published the inversion in 19.17. 
. In this case, the integral transform is called. a Rados, transform, after 
5. 
a projection. 
Throughout this thesis, the following scanning system will be assumed. 
The object will lie entirely within a circle of diameter D, and will be 
reconstructed on a square array of dimensions DxD. For each projection, 
S raysums will be calculated at intervals s. There will be M 
projections, and if these are spaced equally over IM, the angular 
increment will be m radians. The total number of raysums is L= MxS. 
The reconstruction array will have NxN pixels of linear dimension w. We 
then have: 
A Matrix of weights for iterative reconstruction. 
Back projection operator. 
I 
f(r, e) 
. g(r ,e) 
A 
h(r) 
Image formed by back projection. 
Di aneter of reconstruction region. 
Objective function. 
Vector representation of objective function. 
Approximation to f obtained by reconstruction. 
Vector representation of g(r, A). 
k-th approximation to f. 
Projection filter function. 
Total number of raysums;. L 
6. 
NxS. 
I 
Number of projection angles per scan. 
Number of pixels on array side. 
n(r, Q) 
Number of detected photons per raysum. 
Projection data noise. 
Vector representation of n(r, ®). 
p(r, n) Raysum or Radon transform of f(x, y) at (r, Q). 
p' (r, 8) Filtered projection. 
Vector representation of p. 
k 
k-th pseudo-raysum vector. 
rect(x) 
Cut-off frequency. 
lxl < 1/2 
fxl > 1/2 . 
Number of'steps per projection. 
Projection step length. 
-sin(fix) i(x 
- lXl 9 1x1 <7. 
9 ! x) >t. 
v( r, 8) Variance of raysum p(r, A). 
v''(r, A) 
vaT( C ; 4; 
Variance of reconstruction g(t`. o). 
Variance of raysum of value r given n detected photons. 
Pixel size. 
<> Expected value. 
(1r figure titles. a . refers 
to top left. b to top righ 
7. 
I 
0 
CHAPTER 1. 
THEORY OF TOMOGRAPHY. 
0 
1.1 Introduction. 
This chapter introduces the basic theory of CT, and describes some of 
the main approaches to the solution of the reconstruction problem. The 
theoretical solutions to reconstructing a function from an infinite 
number of noiseless projections are first described. and shown to be 
ecpivalent. Then various means of obtaining an approximate solution 
from a finite number of noisý projections are discussed. These methods 
fall into two categories, analytical methods and algebraic ones, and 
some of their properties and disadvantages will be considered. 
Suppose f(x, y) is a real two dimensional function in cartesian 
co-ordinates x and y. We will also write this function, in modified 
polar co-ordinates r and 0 as f(r, Q) where: 
x= rcos6 ;y= rsine . 
rranges from plus infinity to minus infinity, and 9 ranges from zero to 
The function f(r, O) we will be concerned with will always be zero 
outside a circle of diameter D, though this assumption will not be used 
in developing the theory. f(r, B) will in. our case represent the 
Spa-ray attenuation of the object at (r, A) for the particular 
gamna-ray energy used. 
The two-dimensional Fourier transform of f(x, y) will be defined as 
follows: 
8. 
-ý -2 ff i(xX+yY) F (X, Y) = f(xýy)e dx. dy , 2 j-ao -ý 
and the inverse transform is therefore: 
lec' Jo 29i (xx+yY) 
, (Y) F (X, Y)e 
. dX. dY . 
_oo _ao 2 
If the function is written in polar co-ordinates, we have the following 
equivalent expressions: 
-2äirRcos(A--6) ' F (R, d) = f(r, 8)e Jrl. dr. d8 
2 J-a p 
f00 X 29irRcos(8-6) 
f(r, g) F (R, 6)e {RI. dR. db 
J-ý00 2 
Similarly, the one-dimensional transform of a two dimensional 
and the inverse transform. will be defined as: 
-2TtirR 
F1(r, a) : 
ý_ý 
f(r, ß)e 
. dr 
w 2airR 
f(r, 8) F (R, e)e . dR 
_ý ý 
Let us define the Radon transform, p(r, 6), of 
follows: 
function. 
function f(x; y) as 
where the line s is defined by r= xcos9 + ysin8 (see figure 1.1). 
the case of X- or gamma-rays, p(r, A) is obtained by calculating 
In(-no/n), where no is the photon intensity in a path through air only, 
and n the photon intensity detected for a ray along s. p(r, 
Q) is thus 
(1.1) 
9. 
defe r-+oV' 
" \J " 
sOJrc e 
ý 
1 tr10) 
ý 
1 
i ýýY, eý ý, yýCIs 
Figure 1.1. Definition of a raysum in parallel geometry. 
the raysum through (r, A) in the projection at angle Q. 
If f(r, G) is zero everywhere outside a circle of diameter D, then so 
p(r, 8). The inverse transform was first given by Radon in 1917 [Cormack 
1963; Barrett, Swindell 1977], and is given by: 
f(r, 8) =1 dL(x. ö) 1 , dx. 
d6 
. 2 dx (rcos(9-ö)-x) 
21i 0 _PO 
(1.2) 
where the integral is evaluated as a principal vague. The principal 
value of the function 1/x is defined as: 
1/x ,x id 0. P[1/x] _{ 
09x=0. 
The process of tomographic reconstruction is to estimate a function 
10. 
f(x, y) from its Radon transform or projections: that is, the inversion 
of the Radon transform. We will call the reconstructed function g(x, y), 
so that g(x, y) is our estimate of the objective function, f(x, y). 
1.2 Pro jection TheoretYi 
0 
An alternative theoretical justification for the process of 
reconstruction from projections is given by the projection theorem of 
Fourier theory. Let us take the one dimensional Fourier transform of 
(1.1): 
-21CirR 
P (R, 6) = f(x, y)e dr. ds 
1 J-oo _-ao 
Let us make the following definitions: 
= RcosQ ;Y= RsinB . 
Since dr. ds = dx. dy , 
(1.3) can be rewritten as: 
jeO -2$i(xX+yY) P1(R, A) s 
ý-ool 
-001 oo 
f(x, y)e dx. dY , 
which is just the two-dimensional Fourier transform of f(x. y`, so: 
P (R, A) =F (X, Y) _F (R, A) 
122 , ýti. 
ý+> 
This has a simple geometric interpretation (see figure 1.2). The 
two 
dimensional function F2(R, A) is the two dimensional Fourier transform of 
the recpired image, denoted by f(x, y). The point (0,0) represents the 
centre of rotation of the tomogrzphic sampling system. Let us draw a 
line through the origin at an angle 0, and consider the value of 
F2(R, A) 
along this line: this is just the function Pthe one-dimensional 
11. 
0 
Figure 1.2,. Geometric interpretation of projection theorem. 
transform of p(r, Q), the projection at angle Q. 
1.3 Back Projection Methods. 
Intuitively, back-projection is the most obvious, and mathematically the 
simplest, method for reconstructing images. The back-projected image is 
defined as: 
I 
b(r, Q) p(rcos(A-6), ö). d6 
o 
(1.5) 
the value at each point is the sum of the raysums of rays passing 
through that point. 
12. 
'Back projection can be visuaLise4 as integration of the Radm) transform 
Figure 
circle, as shown in figure 1.3. This overestimates the density 
1.3. Geometric interpretation of back-projection. 
in each pixel considerably (figure 1.4b), and is in fact equivalent to 
convolving the function with 1/r, as equation (1.6) demonstrates. 
However, it is a useful starting point; we can prpceed by writing p in 
(1.5) in terms of its one dimensional Fourier transform, and then take 
the two dimensional Fourier transform of the back-projected image: 
a (R, sd) 
z 
2UiRreos(8-6) 
P (R, d)e dR. db 
1 
_P (R. 0) 
IRI 
(1.6) 
Define H(R) as the product of 1R1 and a function A2(R), whose meaning 
will become apparent: 
13. 
GL 
C 
Figure 1.. an of an onion: a) tinfiItere;: pro, -"ction; b; bac:: -eroje iG image; c) f) tered projection; c) conveiution -a -e. 
H(R) =A (rI, 
2 
(1.7i 
This is a filtering process. :, filter is a systec. with an input and at, 
output [Bracewell 1965]. H(R) is usually termer: tf modulation t: _.; isfer 
fur. ion of the filter. If the input f(r) to the filter :; as at , rier 
transform F(R), then the output has a F6urier transform, ri R)F(R and 
the output is f(r)*h(r), who: -e h(r) is termci t-:: irnpuls,: response of 
the filter. Let us us.: as our estimated reconuE 'ULtiOf tl, e function 
b(r) f ilterec with a function whose -noculatio" trans e:, function is 
fl(li). This p" ves 
G (ii, Z) = N(R). B (R, O) 
2 ý 
Hence, from X1.4), (1.6) and (1.7) we get: 
b 
A 
14. 
G '(R, rö) =A (R). F (Rod) ; 
222 
g(r. 8) _ a(r) ** f(r, A) . 
(1.8) 
where ** represents the operation of two dimensional convolution. By. 
definition, a(r) is the point spread function for this rto-filtered 
layergram technique. 
An alternative approach is to filter the projections before back 
projection. This technique is referred to generally as 'filtered 
back-projection', (but back-projected filtration would be more 
appropriate), or more simply as 'convolution', the term. I will use. The 
filtered projection data is defined as: 
p'(r, 4) p(r*8) * h(r). (1.9) 
These filtered projections are now back. -projected, and the resulting 
function is used as our estimate g of f. 
b' (r, e) p(x, B)h(rcos(8-6)-x). db. dx 
o J -o? 
g(r, 9i = b'(r, 6) = a'(r) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
where e'(r) is now the point spread function. If we replace f(r, Q) by 'a 
delta function, equation (1.10) becomes: 
Hence: 
15. 
n 
al(r) _ý h(rcos(6-ý)). dG . 
0 
(1.12) 
It only remains to show that if H(R) is the one dimensional Fourier 
transform of h(r), now written as H1(R), ' then the point spread 
functions, (1.7) and (1.12), are identical, and so are the functions 
(1.8) and (1.11). This is straightforward: 
A (R) =H (R) ; 
21 
1R1 
'd $ 21irRcos(9-r6) 
a(r) =H (R) e R;. db. dR 
1 
-o0 0 ; Ri 
h(rcos(8-6). d6 ; 
o 
a, (r) 
Therefore, with this definition of H(R), we get the same point spread 
function, and'we can drop the prime notation. The following relations 
then hold, where B( ) represents the back-projection operator: 
g(r, ß) = at p(r, 8) * h(r) } 
g(r, 6) = BI p(r, 6) } ýý h(r) 
T 
a(r) = h(rcos(8-6). d6 
0 0 
A (Ri =H (R) ; 
21 
IN 
c+ 21irR 
h(r) =A (R). tRje dR 
_0'2 
I 
16. 
Figures 1.4c and 1.4d show a filtered projection and the reconstruction 
obtained, with the Bracewell-Raaachandran fiter function (1.16). 
There are various possibilities for the choice of the function A2(R). 
In principle, perfect reconstructions can be obtained by choosing A2(R), 
to be such that a(r) is a Dirac delta function, S(r). This would occur 
if A2{R) were a gaussian of infinite width. We then get: 
g(r, Q) = 8(r) ** f(r, Q) = f(r, Q) , 
that is, our reconstruction is the same as the original function. 
1.4 Divergent Geometry. 
In divergent, or fan beam, geometry, each projection is generated by 
keeping the source stationary, and moving the detector so that a fan of 
rays covers the sample (see figure 1.5). When fan beam geometry is 
used, therefore, probably with multiple detectors collecting all the 
projection information at one angle simultaneously, the generation of 
the Radon transform is not as described by (1.1). Two approaches are 
therefore possible. One approach, rebinrring, [Pang, Genna 19771 i 
rearrange the set of fan beam projections into a set of parallel 
projections, where one ray in each divergent projection is used in any 
one parallel projection. In this case, the angular rotation increment 
must equal twice the angular spacing of the detectors, s. Further, 
if. 
n even number of rays per projection then 
there is no 
redundant information. If the fan beam projection angle is 
$. and the 
ray in question is at an angle d to the radial ray, and 
the distance 
from the source to the centre of rotation of 
the system is C, the 
parallel projection data'is defined according 
to: 
17. 
Figure 1.5. Definition of a raysum in divergent geometry. 
r Csin6 ; 
The disadvantages of this method are various. p(r, C) is not defined for 
equal increments of r at each angle Q, so interpolation must be used 
obtain the 'basic' data. To achieve this, the space must be sampled 
vary finely. Also, parallel projections are not completely defined 
until many divergent projections have been obtained, preventing 
simultaneous reconstruction and data collection. 
The alternative is to derive an analytical analogue of the solutions for 
parallel geometry. Hence a divergent convolution algorithm has been 
developed from consideration of the Radon inversion formula CEdeiheit, 
Herman, Lakshminarayanan 1977; Hertnan. Lakshminarayanan, Naparstek 
18. 
19771. The divergent convolution algorithm can be written [Lewitt 
1979]-. 
${p'(r, 8). a(r, 8)} ; 
p(r, A) * h(r) 
The filter h(r) for divergent convolution can be derived from the 
equivalent filter for the standard algorithm. Implementations of fan 
beam geometry can also be done using Radon's integral solution [Beattie 
19751. 
0 
We have not chosen to adopt divergent geometry, due to the simpler 
implementation of parallel geometry on our scanner, and as we have only 
one detector the time advantages produced when using multiple detectors 
with divergent geometry have not been available to us. 
1.5 Finite Approximation. 
What does the foregoing tell us about the practicality of obtaining 
images from projections. First, the Function i is reconstructed 
uniquely from an infinite set of continuous projections. 
This is not 
possible in practical terms, and so integrals must 
be replaced by 
summations, and this has consequences on the uniqueness of 
the 
reconstruction. When the integrals above are replaced 
by summations, - 
(1-10) and (1-11) can be replaced by: 
p'(r. 0) z. 2. pZis, A)h(r-is). s ; 
i=-S/2 
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M 
b(r, 9) _7 p'(rcos(9-6 ), d ). m 
j=1 Jý 
(7.73) 
This introduces new approximations, both from replacing the integral by 
a svmmaýion, and from interpolation of the back projection on a finite 
grid of'points. If we assume the projection data is band limited by R', 
then the filtering integral can be replaced exactly by a summation, 
provided the sampling interval is no more than 1/2R' [Bracewell 19651. 
For fast numerical implementations, p'(r, 8) is usually pre-calculated at 
a finite number of points, and intervening values required for 
back-projection obtained by linear interpolation. For slow 
implementations, the values needed could be calculated exactly when 
required, though Brooks [Brooks, Weiss, Talbert 19781 suggests that 
exact interpolation leads to image degradation due to noise. similarly, 
the angular summation will be exact so long as the samples at the 
extremes of the grid are separated by no more than 1/2R'. Hence, if the 
object is within a circle of diameter D, then the angular increment m is 
given by: 
mD/2 =s 
and if there are M projections equally spaced over 0 radians, then 
M= 
. 
j= iD = 1CS 
m 2s- 2 
(1.14) 
gives the optimum relationship between S and M. This relationship 
I 
between angular and linear sampling implies that doubling the number of 
angular samples necessitates doubling the number of 
linear samples. The 
assumption that the projection data is band-limited 
is valid, since we 
only have information at intervals s. 
This does not imply that the 
projections themselves are band-limited, 
but does mean we are 
deliberately disregarding spatial frequencies greater than 
1/2s. 
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The discrete version of the back projection formula using linear 
interpolation is: 
M k+ k k- k k- k+ 
b(r, 6) _ý [(r -r )p'(r ä)+ (r -r )p'(r ,d 
)] ; 
k=1 'kk 0 
k+ k- k 
r and r are the nearest neighbouring points to r where the filtered 
projection has been calculated according to: 
S/2 
p'(r, ß )_j p(r d )h(r-r ). 
k i=-S/2 iki 
This could be replaced by: 
S/2 
b(r, 9 e_ i p(r ,9 
)h'(r-r ) 
k i=-S/2 ik 
I 
where h' c anbines the function of filtering and interpolation. 
Brooks [Brooks, Weiss, Talbert 19781 replaces (1,1?; by: 
M (J+1/2)m 
b(r, g) =ý p'(rcos(e-d). d). db 
J=1 (J-1/2)m 
=2M 
j-t r -r 
5+1. j 
This 
r 
j+1 
r 
j 
p' (rcos(84 ), aS ). dr 
JJ 
averaging process, which reduces o the normal equation if the 
21. 
difference (r. -r. ) is equal to takes roughly twice as long to J+; J 
perform reconstructions, but is claimed to give improved reconstruction. 
If validated, this represents the kind of improvement which is worth 
considering for our applications with plenty of idle time. 
0 
1.6 Filter Functions. 
If a(r) is chosen to be a delta function in order to obtain perfect 
reconstruction using the back projection method, then H (R) = IR1, and 
h(r) is given as the principal value function [Lighthill 1958; Cormack, 
Doyle 1977]: 
h(r) = -1 
22 
24, r 
Substituting this value into equation (1.12) we get: 
ýý 
f(r, 8 
ý 
p(x, i6) 1 dx. db ý2 
21j 0j_. "a (roos(9-6)-x) 
Integrating by parts with respect to x giyes'. 
1( oJ 
f (r, A> =1d (x , aS) .1 . dx. 
d, 6 
2 '- dx (rcos(A--id) -x) 
211 f1 
_, rv L it v, -w ý.. 
which-is Radon's integral solution, (1.2). Therefore the two 
approaches. filtered back projection and 
Radon's solution, are 
equivalent. Though this is the analytically correct 
filter, the 
function iRi causes any high frequency noise in the projection 
data to 
be amplified (Tanaka 99793. In fact. using this 
filter produces 
infinite noise in the image if the projections 
are not noiseless, as can 
22, 
be seen from equation (4.16). Suppression of high frequencies is 
therefore desirable, for example by imposing a frequency cut-off at some 
value 
. 
R'. However, a function and its transform cannot be band-limited 
simultaneously, so some aliasing is unavoidable when employing this 
technique. The requirements of a filter are therefore that it should - 
behave as IRI for small values of R, but that frequencies above some 
value R' should be suppressed. There are several ways of defining H1(R) 
outside the interval [-R', R']. One is to assume that HI(R) is zero 
beyond IR! = R'; the other is to assume the function is periodic, with 
period 2R'. This leads to slightly different expressions for h(r). In 
the first case, h(r) is continuous and defined for all values of r; 
the second, h(r) is defined only at the points r= ni/2, and is in fact, 
the Fourier cosine series of H, (R). The values of h(r) in both cases is 
1 
the same at the points r= nj/2. In the second case, intermediate 
values are usually obtained by linear interpolation, which is equivalent 
to multiplying the periodic H(R) by a sine-squared function. I will 
normally quote the continuous h(r) corresponding to a frequency cut-off 
at R, from which the Fourier series solution can be obtained by 
considering only the values at r= n1/2. A band-limited function can be 
obtained by defining: 
.ý. H (R). = IRl. rect(Rl2R') 
1 IRI < R' 
10. IRI > R' 
H (R) = R'Irect(R/2R') -. tri(R/R')7 . 
1 
. This 
ut3 off the projection frequency spectrum at the value 
figure 1 
fi/2s 
Where s is the detector spacing. This is because sampling at a spacing 
23. 
ýi(R)/R' 
RiR ,. 
Figure 1.6. Modulation transfer functions for three filters: solid 
Bracewell; dashed -'Sheep; dotted - Hanning. 
s irretrievably loses all information on frequencies greater than 1/2s, 
though they may reappear masquerading as lower frequencies (Bracewell 
1965), a phenomenon known as aliasing. The impulse response function 
h(r) corresponding to this frequncy cut-off function (see figure 1.7): 
2 
h{r) = R'{2R'sinc(2rR') - R'sinc (rR')} 
If this, is evaluated at intervals s, we get the Fourier series result: 
. 11 
2 
h(O) z i/4s 
h(ns) = 
2 
n odd. 
0 n even. 
This is the filter of Bracewell and Riddle, and of Ramachandran and 
Lakshminarayanan [Bracewell, Riddle 1967; Barrett, Swindell 1977], and 
24. 
0 
Figure 1.7. Impulse response functions. for three filters: solid - 
Bracewell; dashed - Shepp; dotted - Nanning. 
it gives good reconstructions in the absence of noise. However, in the 
series solution, because of its discontinuous derivatives at the folding 
frequency R' and at 0, it is prone to exibit Gibbs phenomenon, or 
ringing, at sharp edges. Also. the signal to noise ratio worsens as the: 
frequency increases, and so the amplitude of the modulation transfer 
function needs reducing as R Increases. If the discontinuities at R' 
are removed by a smoother function, and a small loss of resolution 
implied by this is tolerable, the Gibbs phenomenon can be greatly 
reduced. The function [Sheep, Logan 197+7: 
25. 
H(R) r 2R' sin! KR 
II 
2R' 1 
(1.17) 
is the Shepp and Logan modulation transfer function (figure 1.6), and 
also has some currency in CT applications.. For small values of R it 
behaves'as ; Ri. The impulse'response (figure 1.7) is given by: 
h(r) = 4(2rsin(Rr/s)-s) 
222 
1 s(4r -s ) 
The series solution is: 
h(ns) = -2 
222 
1C s On -1 ? 
, 1,2, .... 
For better performance with noisy data. Shepp and Logan produced a 
modified version of this filter defined as follows 
h'(ns) = . 36h(ns) + , 32th((n-1)s) + h((n+1)s)] . 
This considerably reduces noise, but has a poor spatial response. 
Reduction of ringing at sharp edges (Gibb's phenomenon) can also be 
achieved [Cho 19741 by multiplying the ramp filter (1.16) by a Hanning 
filter thus (figure 1.6): 
H (R) = lRlrect(R/2R'). (1 + cos(äR/R'). )/2 
1 
The impulse response (figure 1.7) is obtained by convolving 
(1.16) with. 
5(r) + S(r-s) + ö(r+s) 
2ýýýý4 
A generalised IRj-filter is defined [Kwoh, Reed. Truong 1977] 
frequency, d amain, as the periodic function: 
0 
in the 
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k 
-) R/R" j 
H ýR3 ý iRie 
1 
Here, R" represents the frequency where the function stops its (R1 
behaviour and starts to tend to zero. By a suitable choice of q and k a. 
filter can be designed for the required purpose (see figure 1.8). With 
I 
. 
Figure 1.8. Modulation transfer functions for three filters: solid 
Shepp; dashed - 1R1-filter with R" 7.8/s and k=2; . dotted - IRI-filter with R"ß. 66/s and, k=2.6. (d as soli coin iý +ý 
R" very large, the 1R}-filter is equivalent to the 
BracewellfRanachandran filter; k=2 and R" = 7.8/s approximates the 
Shepp/Logan filter. The spatial response cannot be determined easily in 
a closed form except for k equal to one. However, it has been evaluated 
numerically for various values of q and k (Kwoh, Reed 19777, and shown 
significant improvement in reducing noise while maintaining resolution 
, compared with both the Bracewell-Riddle and Shepp-Logan filters. It is 
claimed that 1RI-filters can tolerate considerably more noise than 
conventional filters: Kwoh suggests that for equivalent reconstruction, 
five times as much gaussiannoise can be tolerated with the tRl-filter. 
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This equivalent to a decrease in scanning time ofa factor of 25, a 
Very considerable saving. This was achieved with k=2.6 and 
R" _ . 66/s, which gives an effective cut-off frequency of about R'/4, 
the ideal test object for displaying its virtues is therefore a set of 
rectangle functions, which is at Kwoh uses, and it performs admirably. 
A less ideal and more realistic choice would have substantial higher 
frequency components too. However, such a filter might be very useful 
for binary images, such as aluminium castings, _for 
example. 
but is compared with filters using a cut-off of R', and so the 
are not really valid. A more complete comparative test 
is. 
needed. This optimum )R1-filter suppresses all but the low frequencies; 
The theoretical filter is IRI, but this causes problems with noise. 
More or less sophisticated functions to cut-off and round the filter do 
two things: they aim to reduce noise by reducing the higher frequency 
components; they diverge from the IRI shape, so reducing reconstruction 
accuracy. There can be no filter which in general application 
significantly reduces noise while retaining reconstruction accuracy. 
Tsui [Tsui, Budinger 19793 has developed a stochastic filter whose 
parameters are functions of the projection data. Each projection is 
filtered by a different function determined from the data itself togive 
the least square error in the reconstruction. The filter is given by: 
HtR, B) _ 1R1 
a+ z1Ri-<P(G)> 
z (R, B) 
where Z(R) is the power spectrum, z is a gain factorof about . '001,. 
<p(Q)> is the mean of the projection data. 
the assumption of equal variances for all the projection 
data which 
and 
linuma and Tanaka (Tanaka, Iinuma 1975; 19761 produce a 
filter based on 
28. 
minimises the signal 
function of the form: 
to noise ratio. They use a gaussian point spread, 
a(r) exp -r2 ý. 2 
[- 
24Z 2z 
and get the optimised filter, in the sense of maximum signal-to-noise: 
r22 
h(r) 1 C1 -r exp -1 (r -t ) dt. J 
2 
2Rz 
2z2o 
2z 
Let Z(R, G) and Zn(R, G) be the power spectral densities of the object and 
the noise signal respectively. Then [Cho, Burger 1977) an ideal low 
pass filter can be constructed by setting 
A(R, A) = Z(R, 6) 
M, 6) + Zn(R, 8) 
since as R increases, Z/Zn tends to zero. 
One use of low pass filtering is. to obtain a low-frequency image using 
few projections for initial screening [Wee, Prakash 19781. As the 
number of projections increases, the width of the low-pass filter is 
increased and the higher frequencies in the image are gradually 
included, and blurring decreases. One method of low-pass filtering is 
to increase the beam width of-the probe. This leads to better images of 
low-frequency objects than the filtering techniques [Wee. Prakash 1978)., 
particularly if ray width is decreased as 'the number of projections 
increases to give a mixture of high and low frequency components. Such 
processes also reduce computing time and core requirements. 
This 
technique could easily be implemented using a mechanical collimator 
controlled by microprocessor. 
I 
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Higher speed convolution can be obtained by a variety of techniques. In 
fact, if .5 is greater than 25, transforming and multiplying in the 
Fourier domain is faster (Lewitt, Peters, Bates 19787. Convolution is 
arithmetically simpler, and is easier to implement in either software or 
hardware. Of particular interest are binary filter functions [Kenue,. 
Greenleaf 19791, where the elements of the function are represented by 
sums of powers of 2. Thus multiplication is replaced by shift 
operations, 'and is therefore ideal for assembler software. These 
kernels produce reconstructions of equivalent quality to those of the 
filter they approx3 
te. 
Binary kernels can also be recursive, so that 
the value at one point is simply determined from the previous one. The 
use of binary kernels can reduce computation of the convolution integral, 
by as much as 80% - 90% [Kenue, Greenleaf 19791, but for the present 
application their value would lie in their ease of implementation in 
assembler software. 
1.7 Algebraic Reconstruction Methods. 
MxS raysums be represented by an L-dimensional vector p. Then: 
N-squared-dimensional vector f. Let the projection data comprising L 
Let the digitised image comprising N-squared points be represented by an 
the j-th pixel makes to the i-th raysum. We have 
made the implicit 
where A is an Lx(N-squared) matrix representing the contribution that 
asaufption that the object can be considered as a 
that the projection 'data is 
set of pixels, and. 
generated from them according 
to. this 
egration. This is of course not true, but provided the digitisation 
is 
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sufficiently fine, f and the true image are very sir ilar. The 
attenuation of each pixel represents the average attelhuation of the 
object within the volume defined by the pixel area and slice thickness. 
The terms of A are normally defined in one of two ways. First, in what 
is eallEd the line integration method, the length of the central line of. 
the i-th ray in the j-th pixel is A.,. In the second, strip integrals 
are used, and the value of A.. is 1 if the centre of the j-th pixel is I) 
within the i-th strip, and zero otherwise. Other schemes are possible, 
such as the inverse of the distance from the pixel centre to the centre 
of the intersecting ray. Since most pixels do not contribute to any 
given raysum, the matrix A is very sparse. This equation can be written 
as: 
P= Af . f1.19) 
and hence the image f is obtained by matrix inversion. However, A is 
not, in general, non-singular: in fact, if the matrix A is defined 
exactly according to areas of intersection of rays and pixels, it will 
always be singular! We will retain the earlier convention and write the 
reconstructed image as &, and so if A is non-singular B. is given by: 
_1 
$_AE" (1,20) 
In practice the matrix A is so large that, even were it non--singular, 
direct inversion would be. impossible in general. Also, the formulation 
of the problem neglects the fact that there may be many solutions, or. 
none at all, to (1.19), because of errors on the experimental 
measurements p. In practice, the measurements are affected by noise, 
and so equation (1.19) should be replaced by one including noise, e. g. 
(1.21) 
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where n represents additive noise in the projection data. There are two 
approaches to solving this equation. One is to make no assumptions 
all about n, and attempt %o find g iteratively using an ad hoc method 
such as ART (Herman. Lent. Rowland 1973), SIRT (Gilbert 19727, etc.. 
The alternative approach is to attempt to optimise the solution of. 
(1.21) according to some criterion. Let us define the image produced by 
the k-th iteration as fk Then the pseudo-projection vector pk is 
defined as: 
kk 
.ý'Ag" 
(1.22) 
The difference between the vector pk and the original experimental, 
measurement j2 is used as a measure of the closeness of the 
reconstruction &k to the image f. Since f is unknown in practice, this 
is the only error estimate available.. It is important to note that 
and the pseudo-projection vectors are distinctly different in their 
formation: E is based on an integration of attenuation along a ray, 
whereas 
; 
ek is based on a summation of weighted 'mean densities as defined 
by A. Also, even if P and pk are identical, it does not mean'that f and 
Ak are. 
The iterative methods described here use*the difference between selected 
components of 
,Q 
and Pk to change the vector jk into ýk*ý. Let the 1-th 
row of A be denoted by At; A is an N-squared dimensional vector 
representing the set of weighting factors for the l-th raysum. We can 
then write, for the ART algorithm: 
k+1 k 
8 
A .A 
Ii 
where r is a scalar relaxation parameter, and i is given by: 
kk 
+r 
iif 
(1.23) 
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The definition of i ensures that the raysums are processed cyclically. 
This algorithm works as follows: the pseudo--raysum p is calculated. 
and' the difference between this and the raysum pk determined; this 
difference is distributed along the pixels comprising the raysum 
according to the values of A.. The next value of i is then taken, and 
--I 
the process repeated. Due to the ordering of i, this process 
effectively treats one projection at a time. 
Early versions of ART used an implicit value of one for the relaxation 
parameter, and only gave moderately satisfactory results. Values less, 
than one [Herman 19751, though selected somewhat arbitrarily as equal to 
the pixel size, give far more satisfactory results, though they can be 
selected on definite algebraic grounds, as we shall see later. 
An alternative algorithm , SIRT [Gilbert 1972]. attempts to solve 
(1.21). 
as follows: 
k+t kk 
g=6+P-ýP 
3j; i 
ien num 
iiii 
where the summations over i are for all values such that A 
non-zero, and j ranges from 1 to N-squared. num. is the number of 
pixels in the i-th-ray,, and len. is the ray length. In this algorithm, 
each pixel is considered in turn, and corrected based on all raysums to 
which it contributes. One iteration is completed when all the pixels 
have been adjusted. 
The drawbacks of these iterative methods are: 
33. 
1) Though they may converge asymptotically, they do not do sc' within a 
few iterations [Herman, Lent, Rowland 19731; in fact, after a few 
iterations they tend to diverge again. 
2) They may not converge to the desired solution from the set of 
possible solutions. 
I 
3) Negative and unrealistically high density values are usually produced 
in the image by these methods. 
4) The system of equations may have no solution, especially where the 
data are noisy. 
One way of overcoming these drawbacks is to consider a set 
inequalities rather than the equality of (1.21), so that for all i: 
-ý <A . ý<p +e 
ii i" i 
where ei is the tolerance, which may be progessively reduced as the 
algorithm proceeds. A generalised ART algorithm using such a system of. 
inequalities has the form [Herman, Lent 19761, where mid() returns the 
median value: 
k :ckk 
mid (y .P+e-A IL .P-e-A .g): 
i -i 1111 
AAAA 
iiIi 
34" 
k+1 kk 
Y=Y-ce 
1 
i=(kmodm)+1 ; 
00 
g_ (Q}. X_ {o} 
0 
The first iteration of such an ART algorithm starting with the zero 
vector is equivalent to back projection. If a £< exists which satisfies 
the. set of inequalities, then this procedure converges to the minimum 
norm solution. A generalised'SIRT algorithm is also given by Herman 
[Herman, Lent 1976), and all these iterative processes are found to be 
special cases of a general optimisation problem . 
A series of techniques exist which can be used as constraints on the 
pixel values and processing steps of these algorithms to provide faster 
convergence [Herman, Lent 19763. These include: 
1) Constraining the pixel values to fall within the range zero to some 
preset maximum. 
2) The use of relaxation parameters less than one. 
3) Reflection. The solution to the set of simultaneous equations is a 
hyper-plane in N-squared dimensional space (figure 1.9). The solution 
n 
to the i-tb inequality lies between two parallel hyper-planes a dista4e' 
eI . either side of this hyper-plane. If the current 
iterative 
approximation lies outside this hyper-slab, but not further than 2eß 
from the solution plane, then it is reflected in the surface of the 
hyper-slab. This has been found to be a useful technique, but there is 
no theoretical justification for it. 
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Figure 1.9. Solution region of inequalities in hyperspace. 
4) Normalisation after each iteration to obtain the correct mean 
density. 
5) Reduction of tolerance as the algorithm proceeds; that is, reducing 
the thickness of the hyper-slab. 
Implementations of generalised ART using these techniques give results 
comparable with convolution in about four iterations. 
A more precise approach to this sort of iterative technique is given 
the Kalman filter We define the k dimensional projection vector as: 
ý .... ,p), 
k 
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that is, the vector representing all the measurements to date. Thus the 
dimension of pk increases with each projection measurement. Similarly, 
the matrix A is a kxN-squared matrix such that: 
4p 
if'we generalise the problem and introduce a noise vector nr`, we have 
the following formulation: 
kkk 
AS.. 
and the general form of the linear solution of this problem is given 
twood 19783: 
k+1 kkkkk 
- +K (P -Aý) 
I 
where K is a gain matrix. Comparing this with the simple ART algorithm 
(1.23), we see that ART is a special case of this technique with a 
sub-optimal and inconsequential choice of K. The optimal K which 
. 
provides the minimum variance solution is the Kalman filter [Wood 1978), 
given by: 
k kT k-1 
=P (A ) (Q ): 
kkkT-k 
=14P (A ) +R 
kkk 
R- <n n> 
P is the expected error covariance matrix of 
recursively by: 
$K , and is computed 
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and R is the noise covariance matrix. Initially 11 is set at <f>, and P 
to the a. priori covariance matrix. Introducing a non-unit relaxati4n 
coefficient in the ART algorithms simply makes the implied gain matrix 
less sub-optimal. The problem of matrix inversion again appears, but 
this can be achieved practically with a polar rather than a cartesian 
array, in which the sparseness of the matrix A can be arranged in a well 
defined form helpful for inversion (Jones 1980]. The advalages ages of the 
Kalman technique are: 
1) Only one iterative cycle through the projection data is required, as 
compared with four or more for generalised ART and SIRT algorithms. 
2)-The 'best-image-to-date' with the available information can be 
obtained. 
3) Sub-optimal choices of K can approximate the optimum for simplified 
processing. 
1.. 8 Linear Optimisation Techniques. 
Instead of iterative approximations to the solution of equation (1.21) a 
number of linear criteria can be used to calculate y,. The simplest of 
these is the least squares estimate, where the error between the 
observed measurements and those predicted by the solution is a minimum 
2 
Ag) 
ýij ij .7 
This is minimised with respect to the components of : 
38. 
tt 
APA ýA 8 i ki ii ki 3 ii j 
which leads to the matrix formulation: 
tt 
AP= AA& ; 
t _1t GA A) A2 
0 
The dimensions of A are (NxN)x(MxS). and so this expression involves the 
inversion of an (MxS)x(MxS) matrix which is not a generally feasible 
option. However, it has been shown (Herman, Lent, Rowland 11973) that 
ART converges ultimately to this solution. 
An alternative approach is to look for a solution which minimises the 
variance of To do this we must make some assumptions about the 
noise, and about the image we are attempting to reconstruct. We define 
the expected value of 
. 
as <<>. This leads to the solution [Jones 
1981): 
tt -i 
ý_ <A>+ CA (N + ACA ) 
where C is the image covariance matrix and N the noise covariance 
matrix, assuming noise of zero mean. This also implies the inversion of 
an (MxS)x(MxS) matrix. However there is no necessity for (MxS) to be 
larger than N, the number of points to be reconstructed, and it has been 
shown to be valid even for the case of a continuous solution [Jones 
19811. 
The problem of matrix inversion can be made computationally more 
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traetahle by the adoption of a geometry which arranges the sparseness of 
the matrix in a form which makes it almost trivial to invert. This 
geometry is a polar geometry, where pixels are defined by equi-angular 
radii and concentric circles. Using this method, it is postulated that 
inversion may proceed at a rate faster than any present scanner can 
collect data [Jones 19811. The method has yet to. be implemented. 
Other linear optimisation methods of solving the general problem of 
reconstruction from projections in the presence of noise have been 
devised. Of theoetical interest are the Bayesian and maximum entropy 
solutions. The Bayesian approach [Hurwitz 1975] attempts to find the 
most likely value of f to satisfy the equations, using the measurements 
P as constraints. The maximum entropy approach [Hurwitz 19751 attempts 
to maximise the quantity: 
s f. ln(f) 
subject to the constraints 
methods produce solutions 
I 
imposed by equation (1.21). Both these 
requiring matrix inversion, and dependent on 
estimating the a priori covariance matrix of f. Iterative methods used 
achieve this are not computationally efficient compared with 
optimised ART (Herman, Lent 1976). Multiplicative ART (MART), where the 
corrections are multiplicative rather than additive, converges to the 
t 
maximum entropy solution [Sanderson 19791. Another implement alon of the 
maximum entropy approach uses a direct solution. and gives results from 
a small number of views which are superior to ART (Sanderson 1979]. 
Many other algorithms exist, and surveys of theory and algorithms are 
given by various authors C see for example Herman, Lent 1976; 
Barrett, 
Swindell 1977; Prewitt 1977; Cho, Burger 19771. 
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7. ý Su: nmary. 
A lot of work has been done by various workers evaluating individual 
algorithms, and a few studies of the relative goodness of reconstruction 
of different algorithms using a variety of objects [Cho, Chan 1975; 
Herman, Rowland 19731. No quantitative comparison can be made since 
different authors use different test objects, different measurement 
criteria, and different implementations of given algorithms. The 
consensus appears to be that there is no algorithm that is consistently 
better than any other, but that due to its superior processing speed, 
convolution is normally the best first choice. -It is the method we have 
adopted for all our work so far. 
The methods that have received most comparative study are various forms 
of ART, SIRT, and convolution. Herman [Herman, Rowland 19731 gives the 
following general criteria for choosing an algorithm: use convolution 
unless the., following conditions obtain. 
1) white noise of 10% or more is known to be present in the projection 
data, in which case use SIRT. 
2) The system is under-defined or angles from a narrow range are used, 
in which case use ART. 
I 
One reason for choosing convolution is its low cost in terms of 
computing, time. Equivalent ART reconstructions cost 2-5 times as much, 
and SIRT ones 5-15 times as much [Herman, Rowland 1973). Fran a broader 
view of comparison data, and with our applications in mind, an algorithm 
of the Kalman filter type would seem ideal. This appears to be far 
better than ART for understandable reasons, produces the best image from 
the available data at any time. and does not impose restrictions on 
the 
choice of scanning angles, or the order of data collection. Further. 
it 
needs only one cycle through the data, when ART typically requires 
four. 
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and SIRT ten. Wood (Wood 19793 has given 
the ratio of times for ART and the Kalman filter as 4k/N2 where k is the 
number of ART iterations. ART is therefore considerably cheaper. 
However the approach of Jones (Jones 1980] may well reduce this. 
variation of the -Kalman filter, the constant coefficient form for 
egaally spaced projections using a polar array, performs in comparable 
times to ART, the above ratio reducing to 8k/S. 
The following experiments are therefore prompted by this chapter: 
1) Test various filters for their goodness of reconstruction with 
particular classes of objects, particularly in the presence of poor 
statistics. 
2) Develop the polar geometry suggested by Jones and implement 
algorithms for Kalman filter and minimum variance reconstruction. This 
work is currently in progress. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
MEDICAL AND NON-MEDICAL CT SCANNING. 
0 
2.1 Introduction. 
CT was first successfully demonstrated in medical radiographic 
applications [Hounsfield 1972] with the first EMI scanner. Other 
instruments followed, from EMI and other manufacturers, but all for 
medical applications. In order to investigate the feasibility of 
industrial CT scanning, we performed some experimental scans using the, 
EMI CT5005 at the King Edward VII hospital at Midhurst. These scans 
were of a variety of objects, some of industrial and some of 
archaeological interest, and they showed that though some non-medical 
objects were reconstructed extremely well, there was a wide range of 
objects that caused the scanner problems. This suggests an alternative 
approach using more penetrating gamma-rays, and the requirements of such 
a device are investigated. 
2.2 Medical Constraints on the EMI Scanned. 
The EMI scanner was designed as a diagnostic tool for medical 
applications, and is purpose-built to fulfil this role. There are, 
therefore, various constraints on the system which are relevant from the' 
point of view of non-medical applications. 
The primary consideration in a diagnostic tool is that the process 
of 
diagnosis should be an effective one: where there is some patient 
risk 
inherent in the process, the advantages gained by using the process 
must 
u3. 
outw4, igh these risks. For a process based on X-rays, this means there 
must to a stringent limit to the radiation dose to the patient, which 
puts an upper limit on the total number of photons delivered in a scan. 
For the EMI scanner, this limit is about 1012 photons. This gives a 
dose of 3-5 Rads when a single slice is scanned, while multiple scans. 
give a slightly larger dose, 5-7 (ads because of overlapping of 
adjacent slices (Hobday, Parker 19781. This is roughly t, 4 Saw1e 
magnitude 
. aS 
the doses delivered by typical X-radiographs. 
In order to obtain a high quality image from a CT scan, it is necessary 
for the scanned object to remain stationary during the scanning process, 
or only to move in a predetermined fashion. (This lesser constraint, 
allows dynamic imaging of the heart, etc. to be accomplished by 
accumulating multiple scans synchronised to the heart's cycle. ) For a 
normal scan, there are two sorts of movement to be considered: the 
movement of internal organs, as mentioned above, cannot be prevented 
fully nor corrected for; voluntary or involuntary movements by the 
patient, including breathing, can only be prevented for short periods. 
It is therefore necessary to have scanning times as short as possiole. 
This can be accomplished in a number of ways, the most obvious of which 
are to have a large photon flux and to have multiple detectors. Both of 
these are provided in the EMI CT5005 scanner. There are thirty NaI(Tl) 
detectors in an array which moves in a hybrid geometry, plus a reference 
detector. The X-ray source has an equivalent activity of 15 kCi, 
ccncentrated over a few square mItLimetres. 
In order to optimise the use of such a useful but expensive piece of 
equipment, it is necessary to have data-processing times equivalent to 
scanning times. This would allow the equipment to be used virtually 
continuously, breakdowns allowing, while not accumulating a backlog of 
processing. 
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2.3 Limitations For Non-Medical Applications Of The EMI CT5005. 
As a consequence of these medical constraints, the EMI scanner has some 
limitations as an industrial tool. On the whole, it performs its 
primary function, that of cross-sectional imaging of human bodies, 
rather than quantitative cross-sectional analysis, very successfully. 
Any object that could be considered equivalent to human anatomy in both 
geometric and attenuation properties would expect to be imaged very 
successfully. Human anatomy has some properties which the EMI scanner 
expects to find in the objects it scans. The soft tissues have an 
attenuation close to that of water, with no very high attenuation- 
regions, nor very sharp edges between regions of very high attenuation 
and air. Secondly, the objects should be roughly cylindrical, and in 
the case of humans this is achieved by , padding them with 
tissue-equivalent cushions. The success of the scanner to reconstruct 
non-medical objects which are fairly tissue equivalent is demonstrated 
by reconstructions of tree sections. Tree trunks have a mean 
attenuation lower than that of water, are nearly circularly symmetric, 
and generally have no very high attenuation regions. Figure 2.1 shows a 
scan of a cedar tree. The rings are clearly visible, and there are 
several points of interest in the scan. The bark layer can be 
distinguished from the rest of the tree, and this would perhaps be of 
use in aý less sophisticated form in forestry research and saw-milling. 
The crack across the tree has been faithfully reconstructed, and the 
higher density regions visible in the scan at various places are 
associated with the formation of branches. layer of higher 
attenuation is visible just under the bark. The imaging of these 
features has potential exploitation in forestry research and 
industry. 
The failure of an object to conform to these restrictions 
leads to 
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E: scan of s cedar tree trunk. 
conside. -able daeradatior. of the reconstruction. Various ". ifacts are 
gener:. `ed accor, ing to the type un: a degree o: ' nan-^onforr :, ". PiIý;. re 
2.2a shows ti. "ý can ofa 10cm. square cor, crt-te u, ýam. A.,. _ ,, fro... ;. he 
vari+: ': ion due to the ag, _regate, t: he feature of r. ot3 is t: ap; 2r. t 
ätte ý. tion increase along the aiagonals of the . gee::. 
": h.; -; COUP.: .; OVe 
been an effect used by the met.. G. l of se`. rint; : _f the cc;..: reto , 
but 
further scans i owed that it 4,3.5 an the roL; onstrL, -, tion 
algorithm. Two possibilities suggest themseir, ý. F,. rst, t'1e scanner is 
optir.: sed for attenuations of t:, c order of that water'; t:. at of 
eoncrcte is m,. .;, higher. The software or i, ardware could to lmpusing a 
cut-off value the maximum possible raycurn, or on bne minimum 
acceptable pnc. tornultlp_ier cur: ent, a dictated by noise and aft(-", '10w 
considerations. This may cause : i: e scar, r. er" to GJS,: me abr a't. ally : hi; h 
values for densities triggering this cut-off. SuLond, and ;: orhaps more 
likely, the scanner is optimised for circular ubjec ts, and .,:, en a square 
obj, c - i fairly uniform density 
is scanne.., tLe nn-circul. rity causes 
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0 
2. _. E.. 
the Jc:: ie w, ch ions added form a circular 'a am; L. 'wig ] 
steel reinforcr. o rod; c) square beam embedded in sand. 
over-ýstirnation of the density a; onng the lines of maximum rý , sums. 
Wher. 4 circui_ r concrete bear; was uses. instea.., tr. esu artiiücts 
disap, r, -ared (figure 2.. '_b), which argues in favsar of the se, ond 
exple, nation. T a'so disproves the possibility of rea structure. 
. 'ith Other high attenuation objects have been scanned. A coneret, beam 
a stcA reinforcing rod shows e'ven worse artifacts (figure 2.2c). An 
attecpt was ; i, -: e`o ameliorate _uis effect 
by embeddin a uor rote am 
in seat:. This shows the same effect (figure 2. 'ßi, with the :7 1g 
atte:;, ýation diL:,; csals 6u: nerated by the corners of the sand. Embedding 
in a bed of sa: id of circular section sr: ould t:: e. 'efore remove this 
artifact. Figure 2.3 is the neutron radiograp: ', of a i: olow Bronze 
statuette of a cat, of Egyptian origin. i walis ar: a fe, v : ailllmetres 
thick. This is thought to contain the m_, mified remains of a cat, Which 
have shrunk and separated into two pieces. The scan is shown 
in Lure 
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Figure 2.3. Neutron radiograph of Egyptian bronze at statuette. 
2»a. This object is of high attenuation, csymmetri., and has 
some very sharp transitions from low to very high attenuation. The head 
and outline of the body can just be detected with foreknow, Jge of the 
scan: -. cd object. 
The sccn of ar. . 
'__uminium piston (figure 2.4b) shows similar artifacts, 
which are re:: i, aved when the r: igh attenuation steel con-ro,: is re: roved 
(figure 2.4c :e the shape '; as been faithfully recon:: tracted, out 
the .. a. sity ci' the piston is wrong: t has a high dousity outline 
apparently surrounding low density material. This is a clear example of 
overshooting, or ý; ibb's phenomenon. Hour. sfield [Hounsfieli 1977] says 
the c; nphasis of sharp edges by overshocting is a deliber: Ete feature of 
the EMI algoritl;: n. 
The reconstruction used by the EMI c>Canner is of the fi]7=eyed 
back-projection form. The filtLr user: is 3f a simpl: Fied nature 
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, and while it leads to good reccr: struc1, i, 'n ie a 
quali*. tive sense, the numbers actually produced are ncA torsi tent ^-: ith 
the obect. ;. ttenuation in the central region is most Heim; corr: : t, 
but murr, less no in the outer re, zions. This is cleanly demcns rated by 
Figur".: 2,4d, scan cfa low density unifcrr,,, inor anS c : 'Dam. T: -, e 
structure of this foam is too small to be resolve: by the -, canner, but 
the s`mplified reconstruction ir,: poses a radiý1:: y increusi:;; density 
patter: on the L .,; c. 
his reinforces the ._e that the 
EMI ., cran is 
a very successful imaging machine, but not a reliable quant`tati. ve «ul. 
All rnedica1 CT :. oanners ising X-rays suffer frorn the bo, ý: ýý hard, rrring 
problem. In itself, and particularly for low density object-, the image 
degr.: d, tion is not too great. The mein actuation coeffi. ient of a 
material varies with the energy of the photons prob,.:, g it. Low energy 
photons are attenuated more readily ýýnon nigh e., crgY protons by all 
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materials. As a result, the continuous spectrum of the X-rays is 
hardened as it passes through an object, which means that the mean 
photon energy in the speorum increases as lower energy photons are 
preferentially attenuated. Different points in the scanned object along 
a particular ray are "therefore being scanned by a different photon. 
energy distribution. Similarly, an individual point is scanned by 
different photon spectra in different. rays, and therefore has a 
different attenuation in each ray. This imposes limitations on 
reconstruction accuracy. 
An upper limit to image quality, or signal to noise ratio, is implied by 
the photon limit described above. If . 
1% of the incident photons are, 
ri trans. ýtted, and data is required on a 320x320 array of pixels, then 
there will be a 1% statistical fluctuation in the image [Ridyard 19791. 
Only two scan speeds are possible, and so there is no scope for 
improvement beyond the slow image. One could of course add images. 
Fast and slow scan speeds produce images with only slightly different 
density values. Figure 2.5 shows the same object scanned with a slow 
and a fast scan. The histograms of attenuation values are almost 
identical and the overall effect as an image is unchanged from one scan' 
to the other. 
The medical scanner is a very expensive item of equipment, both to 
purchase and to run. An individual scan costs about 
k100.00 
coºrmercial rates CHawkes 19811. This makes it uneconomic as 
at 
non-destructive testing device for routine industrial screening- 
purposes, especially as it lacks portability. 
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?. u I. ýustr: a1 : amnia-ray CT Scanning. 
The potential of CT scans of industrial objects for a ; -riet of 
applications has been hinted at above. Some. of these include 
non-desý, ructive testing, crack detection, stress analysis, materials 
quality testing and quality control. Possible scientific applications 
include rapid roan-aided computerise, dcnarochronology and the 
(Ietermina tion cf elemental distribution:;. Industrial objects : vo 
several advantr, '"s over humans for scanning: gore is generally no 
limit to the dose that can be given, allowing good photon statistics; 
they do not move nor have any internal motion which cannot be 
acconnodated, so allowing long scan times. The purpose of this project 
was to investigate the feasibility of a portable _, n a-ray scanner, 
d 
5. 
and work began in October 1977, :, ided by an SRC research contract. 
2.4.1 Advantages of Gamma-rays. 
0 
Gamma-rays overcome several of the problems mentioned above as limiting 
the usefu. L. ness of the EMI scanner for non-medical applications. 
Gamma-rays are essentially mono-energetic, so do not suffer to the same 
degree from the problems of beam hardening that effects X-rays. They 
may also be of considerably higher energy than X-rays, which means their 
mean path length in objects is much longer. They may be used for 
objects of larger dimensions or higher atomic number, therefore, than, 
could be scanned by X-rays. Figure 2.6 shows the mass attenuation 
coefficients of elements as a function of energy. This must be 
multiplied by density to get the linear attenuation. The mean free 
paths for three elemental materials, graphite, aluminium and iron are 
shown as a function of energy in figure 2.7.1MeV gamma-rays would 
enable imaging of 25cros of aluminium for example, assuming five nean 
free paths as a reasonable maximum dimension. 
Another advantage of gamma-ray sources is portability, due to their 
small size and the absence of the powbr supplies needed for an X-ray 
tube. P, activity sources r abiaidiseý" 
2.4.? Fundamental Limitations of Gamma-ray CT Scanning. 
The medical CT scanner was developed as an X-ray device for a number of 
good reasons discussed above, but principally for source intensity. 
Let 
us consider the problem of scanning using gamrra-rays. We will consider 
an idealised system for scanning large objects: by large we 
mean that 
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Figure 2.6. Mass attenuation coefficients U as a function of atomic 
number Z and photon energy E. 
the source of gamma-rays can be considered as a point source. In 
practice suitable sources are of millimetre dimensions. Let us assume 
we are to scan a cylindrical object of diameter D, and uniform linear 
attenuation coefficient p. The surrounding region has zero attenuation. 
This object will be scanned with photons of energy E, using a source of 
activity A with a branching ratio for the desired gamma-ray of p. 
will assume that the source moves tangentially to the object, and 
detector also moves tangentially to the object so that the loci of 
source and detector are parallel and separated by a distance D (see 
figure 2. $). We assume that the detector has a full peak energy 
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Figure 2.7. Mean free paths as a function of energy E for: solid - 
graphite; dashed - aluminium; dotted - iron. 
efficiency of q. Let us define the effective activity as A', where: 
A' =Apq 
We suppose that data for each projection is to. be collected in such 
way that the variance, v, is the same for all raysums. Assuming Poisson 
statistics, this can be achieved by allowing each raysum to be 
calculated by timing the detection of a fixed number of photons, n, 
where: 
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v=2, 
n 
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(2.1) 
The factor of two is introduced by the necessity for a reference count, 
as discussed in section 4.1. Let us-further suppose that we wish to 
have a spatial resolution of s in both the projection data and 
reconstructed image, which implies a total of L raysums where, from 
(1.1u): 
2 
AD 
2 
2s 
If we reconstruct on an array of NxN pixels of linear dimension s, then 
x 
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S 
2 
L= 'TIN (2.2) 
ý 
To achieve this resolution we assume the beam is defined at the detector 
by a circular collimator of diameter s. Of the total photons emitted 
over 41 steradians by the source, only a fraction f will impinge upon 
the detector, and: 
2 
f=s2 
16D 
(2.3) 
since the source is a distance D from the detector. Let us assume that 
we are scanning with the source and detector a distance x along their 
tangents from their points of contact with the circle. Then the 
integrated intensity along the line connecting source and detector is 
given by: 
22 1/2 
R=y. (D - 4x ) 
Assuming no contribution from scattered photons, the time, t, taken to 
detect n photons in this position is given by the expression: 
n= A'ft. exp[-R] ; 
which gives: 
t=n . exp[R] 
Alf 
The average time for the detection of n photons over all values of x, 
that is, over a linear traverse, is given by: 
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D/2 
<t> n t. dx 
AIf D_ -D/2 
<t> _nI 
Alf 
I. 
D/2 22 1/2 
exp[y. (D - 4x ) 1. dx 
J-D/2 
Let 2x o Dsiny ; 
I: 
n/2 
t exp[pDcosylcosy. dy j _n/2 
This integral can be evaluated [Gradshteyn, Ryzhik 19651 to give: 
1/2 
rr I= 
L2DI . 
J1/2 
LýJ 
where J is a Sessel function of the first kind, and since: 
1/2 
1/2 
J (x) = ý2ýý sinx 
112 x 
I=i sfn aD ; 
pD i 
I- sinh(p D) 
pD 
The time taken to complete the scan using L raysums is: 
T= <t>L . 
Using the expressions (2.1). (2.2). (2.3) and (2.4) this gives: 
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T=l bllsinh(kD)N 
kDA 'v 
(2.5) 
The complete expression is conveniently demonstrated in the nomogram in 
figure 2.9. All the axes are logarithmic, and the functions plotted 
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Figure 2.9. Nomogram for the calculation of source strength A for 
object of diameter D and attenuation coefficient p, for various values 
of array size N; variance v; and scanning time. T. 
are: 
I sinhOuD) 
kD 
4 
XoI11N 
(2.6) 
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(2.8) 
-10 
T= 2.16 x 10 E 
Ä'ý , 
(2.. ) 
where the activity is now expressed in Curies. An example using the 
nomogram is demonstrated, with the following values for the parameters: 
II = 20cm; 
_1 
, u=. 16cm 
V =,. 0 0002 5: 
s=. 15cm; 
A=1 Ci; 
9=0.1 ; 
P=1.0 . 
This gives a scanning time of about 10 hours. 
How can the scanning time suggested by this analysis be reduced, and 
hence a useful industrial tool be produced? Let us consider each 
parameter, in order of importance. The pcoduot, uD occurs only in (2.6) 
and needs to be minimised, either by reducing )j or D or both. As we can 
see from figure 2.6, reducing y implies the use of high energy 
gamma-rays at about 1MeV. At energies above 1.022MeV, pair production 
begins to increase attenuation again. The alternative is 
objects with lower atomic numbers and lower densities. One possibility 
would seem to be to scan objects of very small diameters, and 
do 
micro-scanning, but this extrapolation exceeds the restrictions 
imposed 
by our assumptions in producing the expression. The analysis 
depends on 
the ability to consider the photon source as a point source relative 
to 
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the object, and in micro-scanning this is no longer true. We would need 
to introduce a new factor to describe the proportion of photons frcin the 
source that penetrate the source collimator. This would define a true 
point source andL the contribution from elastically scattered 
gamma photons originating at points outside the cot4imata. 
J beam.. 
However, in the case of very small D, the value of I in (2.4) reduces to 
1.0, and hence (2.5) can be rewritten as: 
T_. 161fN 
A'v 
'This indicates that the scan time is independent of diameter for small 
objects, but for a givetsource depends only on the relative resolution 
of the required image and the tolerable noise level (so long as the 
source can be considered as a point). 
The regairements on spatial resolution can be relaxed by 
JWreasing N, 
if the internaj'structure of the object below a given resolution is not 
of relevance. N occurs to the fourth power, so any reduction gives a 
substantial saving. Similarly, if poorer statistics can be tolerated, 
by having a larger variance v, a reduction in scanning time results. 
These two parameters, n and V. are both chosen by the experimenter, and 
he must weigh them off against scanning time. The activity of the 
source is another parameter the experimenter can have some control over. 
In typical laboratory situations, one is probably limited to about ten 
Curies before sources get really difficult to handle. The equivalent 
activity of the EMI X-ray tube is about 15kCi concentrated an abou 
square centimetre. so the disadvantage of gamma-rays is easily seen. 
One possibility is to manufacture short lived, high activity sources in 
a reactor at the experimental site, and run the, experiment remotely. 
This overcomes the problems of long-term radiation hazards posed by 
long-lived high activity sources. Lastly. the detector efficiency must 
60. 
be considered. This would suggest using a NaI(Tl) crystal, which has a 
higher efficiency than other detectors, and sacrificing some energy 
resolution. 
0 
One possibility for significant time reduction is the use of multiple- 
detector systems. This introduces a fan-beam scan, with N detectors 
reducing the scanning time by a factor of N. The cost of such a system 
becomes prohibitive for large N. Smaller improvements may be gained by 
using a hybrid geometry as in the EMI scanner, where an array of 
detectors is translated across the field at each angular position. 
Instead of separate detectors, a single extended scintillation detector 
may be considered, with photo-multipliers at each end, and the light, 
sharing between the two ends for each detected event being used to 
determine the position of interaction. 
One advantage of the relatively slow data collection rate implied by the 
above analysis of a gamma-ray scanner is that scanning and processing 
can occur concurrently. As each datum is collected, its contribution to 
the filtered back projection can be determined. Also, since time is 
available, exact interpolation can be used when back-projecting the 
filtered projections. This means that more complex operations must be 
performed to calculate each filtered projection commpared with the 
standard method, which would make the process too Slow In Conventional 
scanners, but can be tolerated during the 
gamma-ray scanracr. 
ion"r 
These considerations led us to construct a simple gama-ray CT scanner. 
Even with sources of millicurie strengths available in our laboratories, 
the scanning of small, low attenuation objects was clearly possible, 
albeit slow. The scanner we constructed is described in chapter 
3. 
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CliA PTER 3. 
AN EXPERIMENTAL GAMMA-RAY SCANNER. 
3.1 Introduction. 
In commercial medical CT scanners, the projection data of the patient is 
Figure 3.1. The experimental gamma-ray scanner. 
obtained by rotating the source/detector configuration around the 
stationary patient. This is a cumbersome method for inanimate objects, 
and the projection information can be acquired more simply by having a 
stationary source/detector configuration, and rotating and translating 
the object. This latter method has been implemented in an experimental 
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scanner which is described in this chapter. A picture of the scanner is 
shown in figure 3.1. 
3.2 Equipment. 
The scanner can be considered as four parts, namely the scanner bed and 
its electronics, the source/detector configuration, the detection and 
counting electronics, and the experimental control by the M6800 
micro-processor. A block diagram of the equipment is shown in figure 
3.2. 
3.2.1 The Scanner Bed. 
It had been intended to build the scanner bed in the departmental 
workshops, but the commercial units described below proved to be an 
effective economic alternative. The total cost of these units was 
£1,256.00. 
The scanner bed comprises two 'Unislide' [Unislide] stepping motor 
driven transports (see figure 3.3), and electronic units to convert TTL 
pulses from the M6800 to currents in the motors' coils. 
The linear slide is an extruded aluminium frame about 80cm long with a 
slide constrained. to move along it. The slide is driven by a 1mm pitch 
precision screw connected to a stepping motor. ' A rod runs the length of 
the frame, and has two movable sleeves, one each side of the slide, and 
fixed so that the slide comes into contact with the sleeves. 
The rod is 
attached to a microswitoh, which is therefore operated 
by the slide 
contacting a sleeve. By adjusting the position of 
the sleeves, the 
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Figure 3.2. Block diagram of the scanning apparatus. 
movement of the slide can be restricted to any desired range. The 
maximum free movement of the slide is 55cm, and the minimum step length 
is 2.5 microns. The maximum speed of movement is about a. Tmm. s"'). 
The turntable is a precision machined aluminium cylinder with a roller 
bearing, and is driven by a stepping motor. It can bear the weight of a 
man, but its recommended maximum load is about 50kg, The periphery of 
the table is marked off in degrees The turntable has a minimum step 
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Figure 3.3. 'Unislide' linear slide and turntable. 
of . 01 degrees which is geared down from the motor's minimum step of 1.8 
degrees. The maximum speed of rotation is 9.0 degrees per second. The 
turntable assembly is physically mounted on top of the slide, so that 
the whole has two independent modes of motion. 
The two stepping motors, one driving the linear slide and the other 
driving the turntable, each have four coils, and a step of 1.8 degrees. 
Power for the motors is provided by two 24 volt, 7 amp power supplies. 
The currents to the coils of the stepping motors are generated according 
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to TTL pulses received from the micro-processor. The conversion from 
TTL to analogue is accomplished by Digicards [Unislideh The Digicards 
have two. inputs, drive pulses and direction control. For each drive 
pulse received, the stepping motor performs one step in the direction 
determined by the logical value on . 
the. direction line. 
3.2.2'Source/Detector Configuration 
This part of the apparatus is totally independent of the scanner, and 
Could be replaced by any other source/detector configuration, for 
example for neutron or ultrasonic tomography, or by a detector alone for 
emission scanning. It comprises the source and its collimator, the 
detector, its collimator, and the amplification and counting 
electronics. For the work described in this thesis, there was no direct 
connection between the source. /detector configuration and the scanner 
bed, so that the position of the scanned object relative to the 
gamma-ray beam is not precisely determinable. This has since been 
improved with the purchase of an optical bench assembly to hold the 
source, detector, and collimators in well aligned positions, and fixed 
relative to the scanner bed. However, the lack of indexing on the 
linear slide means there is still no direct method of comparing the 
position of the object and the position of the gamma-ray beam. 
So far , two detectors have been used, both Nal(Tl) crystals. 
One was a 
thin window, thin crystal detector, which had a high efficiency but poor 
energy resolution for the 60keV photons of 
WAm, 
which were used for 
most experiments. This detector was almost totally transparent to high 
energy gamma rase such as the 1.3 MeV _o ga mºas. 
The more 
satisfactory detector is 'a 5cm. x5cm. HaI(Tl) scintillator, with an 
aluminium window. Both these detectors had photomultiplier tubes and 
hfi_ . 
pre-amplifiers. The r%olution of the aluminium window detector of the 
60keV 2`ßm photons in terms of full widtk at half maximum was 22keV, 
ecrresprnding to a stadard deviation of 8keV. 
The sources used were 4W 
40 
genkrallyftm or Co. Americium was used 
because its main gamma-ray has an energy of 59.5keV, fairly close to 
that of the effective energy of the EMI scanner at 140kVp. It has lower 
energy lines which may be used for 
low density samples in the future. 
another work programme, so was 
typical spectrum of 
ZAm 
with the 
experimental multi-energy scanning of 
It was also available jointly with 
relatively economic at 
J363.00. A 
aluminium window NaI(Tl) detector is 
shown in figure 3.4. Table 3.1 below details the sources used. One 
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Figure 3.4. Gamma-ray spectrum of 24lAm using an aluminium window 
NaI(Tl) detector. 
statistic in the table is specific activity. This 
has been calculated 
as the . activity 
divided by the surface area. This is clearly only 
a 
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Table 3.1 
Output per 
Nuclide Half-life Activity Brightness disinteg. Energy 
(Years) (mCi) (mCi/sq. mm) (x) (MeV) 
60 
Co 5.27 0.01 0.00315 99.9 1.173 
100.0 1.333 
241 
Am 433" 0.01 0.00315 . 2.5 0.026 
0.1 0.033 
0.1 0.043 
35.3 0.0595 
0.02 0.099 
0.02 0.103 
0.004 0.125 
241 
Am . 
433.100.0 0.0346 as above. 
133 
Ba 10.8 
152 
Eu 13.0 
0.01 0.00315 2.2 0.053 
2.4 0.080 
33.8 0.081 
0.7 0.16 
- 0.5 0.223 7.1 0.276 
18.7 0.303 
61.5 0.356 
8.9 0.384 
28.3 0.122 
7.4 0.245 
26.4 0.344 
2.2 0.411 
3.1 0.444 
12.8 0.779 
4.1 0.867 
14.4 0.964 
10.0 1.086 
1.7 1.090 
13.6 1.112 
1.4 1.213 
1.6 1.299 
20.6 1.402 
rough indication of source brightness as it takes no account of detailed 
source geometry, self absorption, etc.. However, it does give a rough 
guide to the available flux within the limits of the source dimensions. 
The high activity americium source wie 100 mCi, the brightest 6OkeV 
"'"Am 
source in the Amersham catalogue [Amersham]. The low activity 
A 
standard americium source was 10 pCi. and the standard 
'°Co 
source was 
10 p Ci. We are currently investigating the possibility of fabricating a 
Eu source of high specific activity for providing a range of energies 
between those of americium. and cobalt. 
A set of collimators to take the sources was built in the department 
workshop. For the 100mCi americium source, these gave needle 
collimators of 1mm, 2mm, and 3mm, and slit collimators 7.5mm high and 
. 5mm, 1mm, 2mm, and 3mm wide. For the smaller sources, point 
collimators of . 
5mm and 1mm, and a slit collimator of 5mm by . 
1mm were 
made. Precise collimation of the source is easy to achieve in 
combination with source shielding. Very precise collimation of the 
detector has only recently been implemented, and this is at least as 
necessary as good source collimation. Compton scattering will remove 
some photons from the energy window of interest, but using NaI(Tl) 
detectors with moderate energy resolution means that the energy window 
bracketing the peak is rather wide (>2OkeV). Therefore forward 
scattering will not remove photons, from the energy window and tight 
collimation is necessary. The situation could be improved using high 
resolution solid state detectors (Si(Li), Ge(Li)), which would also 
reduce the collimator scattering contribution too. 
Cgllimstoar 1496tbs on *owes aW 4stectar_*mt, 251 
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3.2.3 Detection and Counting Electronics 
xeapptýLýn*ly. ; 
This part of the . paratus comprises the electronics to amplify the 
photo-multiplier signals, select the region of interest in the gamma ray 
spectrum, and coint the pulses occuring in this energy range. 
The amplifier used is an Ortec 572. This amplifier has extremely stable 
response, and NaI(Tl) resolution performance 
virtually unaffected by 
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count rates up to 100,000 per second. A pile-up rejector is fitted to 
preserve spectrum response at high count-rates. Spectrum distortion due 
to DC drift is minimised by. excellent DC stability, which, with run 
times of hours, is 'essential. Signals from the photomultiplier 
pre-amplifier are-fed into the amplifier and the full energy peak of the 
resultant gamma ray spectrum is used for the experiments. 
The energy window bracketing the peak of interest is defined by a 
Canberra 1431 Single Channel Analyser (SCA). This has three modes of 
operation as a windowing device: a low resolution window from 0-100% of 
the scale and a high resolution mode with from 0-10% of the. scale. For 
use with a NaI(Tl) detector, the low resolution mode was adequate. The 
analyser has a pulse-pair resolution of 0.5p s and a built-in DC restorer 
which ensures accurate performance up to high count-rates. 
The scaler used is a 15MHz, six decade counter manufactured by 
J. & P. Engineering. It has been modified to have a variable overflow 
so that it stops at a preset count and sends an overflow pulse to the 
microprocessor controlling the experiment. The scaler can receive 
pulses to reset the registers and restart counting, or can be operated 
manually. A manually operated switch is used to select the overflow' 
count.. whichhos six settings: 400,1,000,4,000,10,000,40,000, 
100,000. These eorrespcnd to 
Poissoi 
starard deviations of 0.05,0.032, 
0-01T, 0.01,0.005,0.0032. 
A Nuclear Enterprises NE4660 high voltage power supply is used to power 
the pbotomultiplier. ' Low voltage supplies are provided in the Beni-Bin 
crate housing the electronic modules. The high voltage is variable up 
to 5,000 volts. 
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3.2.4 Experimental Control - The M6800 Micro-processor. 
For the work,. reported in this thesis, an M6800 microprocessor was, used 
to drive the experiment and to store the data. It comprises the 
microprocessor itself, serial and parallel interfaces, a VDU and 
keyboard. An Apple II system has since been acquired to replace this. 
The M6800 is an 8-bit device, with 16-bit addressing capability, 
allowing the possibility of upto 64k bytes of memory to be used. The 
processor has a hardware inteiupt capability, allowing data processing 
to' continue between the demands of peripherals needing servicing. There_ 
is a '72 item instruction set, and seven addressing modes. The basic 
unit has 8k bytes of random access memory, and two extra boards have 
been added, each with 4k bytes, to make a total of 16k bytes. The 
present program occupies about 4k bytes, leaving about 12k bytes for 
data storage. Since . data is 
stored in double precision, with 16 bits 
per datum, there is room for only 6318 time measurements. In a properly 
determined system, this represents an approximately 61x61 image 
capability. 
Two ACIA's - Asynchronous Communications Interface Adaptors have been 
included. One is used to communicate with the Terminal/VDU, and the 
other to communicate with the Prime computer. The line from the 
interface is switched so that one of three options is possible: the 
terminal is connected directly to the Prime computer; the terminal is 
connected directly to the 146800, or the terminal is connected to the 
Prime via the M6800. 
A PIA - Peripheral Interface Adaptor - is also used. This is a parallel 
interface capable of servicing two eight bit peripheral 
devices via a 
single eight-bit data bus. In our present application, we 
use one half 
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of the interface for an interrupt timer, and the other for servicing the 
variable overflow scaler and the stepping motor drive card interfaces. 
The inte 
apt 
timer is used to time the accumulation of events in the 
scaler. There are a series of interrupt frequencies available, and the 
selection of the frequency is software controlled. The interAupt timer 
works as follows. A timing unit is selected from the set of possible 
times : 10rs, 109x, 1ms, loins, looms, is, 10s, loos, 1000s. At the end 
of each time unit, the timer interpts the processor forcing it to stop 
its current activities at the end of the present operation. The 
processor then enters a service routine which in our case means looking 
to see if the scaler overflow pulse has been triggered. If' it has, the 
relevant routines are processed before the processor returns to its 
previous job. If it has not, the processor. returns to its previous job 
immediately. This is not as efficient or versatile as having an 
external timer and using the scaler overflow to trigger the interupt, 
but the statistical limitations imposed by counting are not dependent on 
this method of timing, but are inherent in the concept of integral time 
units of limited resolution. 
3.3 Cemputers. 
The various computer systems used in the course of this work are briefly 
. 
described in this section, along with a short description of their 
role 
in the studies. 
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Pr imenet . 
This is the University of Surrey network comprising three Prime 750 
machines and a Prime 550, a Floating Point Systems AP120B array 
processor, and associated peripherals. A"lot of the early processing 
was done on these machines and they are still used for access to ULCC 
and for other more mundane processes. The array processor may well be 
used in future for higher speed reconstruction.. 
3.3.2 SRC-net. 
This is the Science Research Council's computer network, comprising many 
machines at various sites. Two of these machines have been used. The 
Rutherford laboratory's Prime 550 was used in the early work on the 
Prime implementation 'of SN4RK75. The other machine is the Multi-User 
Mini (MUM) at the University of Surrey. This is a Science Research 
Council machine, provided by the Interactive Computing Facility, and is 
linked to the SRC computer network, including machines. at the Rutherford 
laboratories. It is also linked via a one-way node controller to the 
local Primenet. The MUM is a Prime 550 with 500kbytes of core, and an 
associated disc drive. Most of the processing is now performed on this 
machine, but it is hampered by lack of peripherals, paricularly magnetic 
tape facilities. 
A Sigma 5674 grey-level'graphics terminal has also been provided by the 
SRC. and this is used routinely for image display and analysis. 
3.3.3 University of London ComELtingCentre. (ULCC) 
The CDC 6600 at the University of London Computing Centre was used 
mainly for production of images, and associated processing, 
though the MUM now does this. It has a 60 bit word length, and so 
is used for very accurate numerical work, as well as for large batch 
jobs that the local systems cannot handle. 
3.3.4 Data General Nova2. 
This Physics department machine was used to write the microprocessor 
programs using the cross-assembler. 
3.4 Experimental Pt^ocedu-e. 
The running of an experiment is now described. A value is selected for 
the scaler overflow dependent on the statistics of the desired 
reconstruction. The variance of the raysums is approximately equal to 
2/n, where n is the scaler overflow, that is the number of photons 
counted. At present the possible values of n are 100,400,1000,4000, 
10,000,40,000. A source is chosen which has the required energy and 
activity for the object to be scanned, and this is placed behind a 
collimator. The M6800 program is held in a disc file on the MUM, and is 
loaded into the microprocessor. This takes a few minutes with the 
present line speed of 1200 baud. The M6800 program is started, and the 
scan paraweters, namely the number of steps, the step, length, the number 
of angles, the angular increment, and the time period, are input. The 
object is placed on the turntable, and the turntable translated and 
rotated as necessary to the scan starting position. 
Data collection is 
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then initiated. Gamma photons are collected by the detector, and the 
scintillation spectrum , via photomultipiier, pre-amplifier . and 
amplifier, can be displayed on a multi-channel analyser. The required 
gamma-ray full energy peak can then be bracketed by the SCA. The output 
from the SCA,, representing the number of photons penetrating the object 
and falling into the selected energy window are counted on the scaler. 
After every time period, the timer int up is the microprocessor, which 
polls the scaler to see if the overflow pulse has occured. When the 
overflow is triggered, the microprocessor enters a servicing routine. 
This moves the sample linearly by the chosen number of steps, stores the 
time to overflow in memory, and resets the timing register to zero. If 
a complete linear traverse is then completed, the sample is rotated 
through the preselected angular increment; in this position, the object 
is out of the photon beam, and so the counting time at this position is 
used aS, 4reference time for the previous linear traverse. After each 
raysum count, the scaler is reset and counting resumed in the new beam 
position. If when the timer inte, upts, overflow has not occurred, the 
timing register is incremented by one. The process is continued until 
the chosen number of projections have been completed. The 
microprocessor. then re-enters the comnumnication routines asking for 
further instructions. Normally, the collected data is dumped to the 
Prime computer and filed for subsequent processing. 
The first stage of processing is to convert from counting times 
raysums. This is done according to the formula: 
p(r, A) = ln[t(r, 4)/t(0)ß 
where t(O) is the reference time for the particular projection. 
t(r, Q) the raysum count tiiee. Initially, the same reference count was 
used for all projections. and was simply the average 
of all, the 
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reference counts. However, in order to counteract instrumental drift, 
it was decided to process each projection with its own reference count. 
This increases variance of the noise in the reference count by a factor 
of M, but, as described in section 4.3. causes no change in image noise, 
due to the correlation induced in the raysums. It was also a candidate 
for the cause of the 'ears' artifact, described below, the noise perhaps 
being more critical than instrumental drift. 
One'difficulty with the scanner, already mentioned above, is the fact 
that the source/detector configuration is not physically connected to 
the scanner bed. There is, therefore, a problem of aligning the 
gamma-ray beam with the centre of the projections. When stepping 
increments were large, of the order of centimetres, this presented 
little problem, and the object could be lined up by eye within the 
tolerance of the steps. When smaller increments were introduced, this 
failed to give adequate alignment, and led to the 'ears' artifact, so 
called because of the distorted appearance of a circular object (figure 
..: 
3.5a). The displacement of the centre of rotation from the centre of 
the projections is corrected by software, based on an idea of May [May 
19811 for correcting movement artifacts. This correction is based on 
the following observation (see figure 3.6)' if two dimensional 
function is rotated about its centroid (at the origin), then the 
centroid of each of its projections is also at the origin. Using this 
fact, we can align all the projections as though the object were thus 
rotated by shifting them so that their centroids 
do occur at the origin. 
Each projection can be processed independently, but this has the 
disadvantage that the shifts thus generated are not correlated. A 
better method is to proceed as follows. Assume the oentroid is 
(r, A) 
relative to the object axes, and the centre of the projections at 
CR, a) 
(see figure 3.7). As*ime the object is rotated about the origin 
through 
an angle ¢. Then the shift z . 
i3 given by: 
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Figure 3.5. a)The 'ears' artifact on the scan of a lemon. b)The lemon 
properly reconstructed. Simulations of the 'ears' artifact with c) 2 
pixel offset; d) 4 pixel offset. 
z=R-r . cos(e+ý) , (3.1) 
In the absence of noise this estimate would be exact for each projection 
angle ý, but in the presence of noise there is an error given by: 
2 
E_ [z -R+ rcos(9+ý )] 
iii 
We can hence get least squares estimates of R, rcosQ and rsin9, and use 
these to calculate correlated shifts for each projection using equation 
(3.1). As can be seen in figure 3.5b, this leads to significantly 
improved reconstruction free of 'ears' artifacts. 
The centres of the projections can be shifted either to their centroids 
or to their centres of rotation. The latter appears 
to produce images 
1, 
d 
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Figure 3.6. 'the centroid of a projection coincides with the projection 
of the eentroid. ' 
with considerably less noise. Obviously, the optimum solution is to 
physically align the system in order to minimise the error, and a set of 
optical bench components has been purchased to properly align source and 
detector collimation and fix their position. 
When the projection data has been generated it is written to a file for 
input to SNARK75. By default, it is processed by SHARK and a 
reconstruction using convolution filtered book projection with the 
Bracewell/Ranachandran filter is performed. A iineprinter overprinting 
grey-scale image used to be generated, and if required the data would be 
sutmitted to ULCC for microfilm output. Now the reconstruction and the 
viewed inwiediately using the sigma 5674 
Figure 3.7. Position of centre of rotation and centroid of sample. 
grey-level terminal and a. program specially written for image analysis 
CIA [Poster 19$1]. 
1-5 SNARK75. 
SNARK75 is a FORTRAN program developed at the State University 
York [Herman, Hinds, Perett, Rowland 197.53. Its purpose was to act as 
a test-bed for now 'Cr reconstruction algorith&+s, and test their- 
performance against existing ones. It has also been found very useful 
existing algorithms. 
reconstructing various types of. object. SNARK75 can be considered in 
three parts, -namely-data input, reconstruction, and image analysis. 
These three parts are merely descriptive. since all parts may call on 
the same servicing routines, for example, to calculate pseudo-raysums 
They will be considered individually below. 
3.5.1 Data Input. 
Data can be input to SNARK75 for reconstruction from three different 
souroes. 
I 
First, simulated objects of considerable complexity can be defined and 
'scanned' using the geometry and photon flux specified by the user. The 
object to be scanned is contained within a square array whose dimension 
and pixel size are defined by the user. The scanning field is defined 
by the circle circumscribing the array, and rotation of the 
source/detector system is about the centre of this, circle. Two basic 
geometries are available, parallel and divergent. In parallel geometry 
the source and detector move along parallel lines orthogonal to the line 
connecting them. When the object has been completely scanned in this 
linear direction, the source/detector system rotates through the 
specified angle. In divergent geometry, the source is assumed 
stationary for each. projection, and the detector moves along a tangent 
or an arc subtended by the source at the field of view. The 
source/detector configuration then rotates as before. The user 
specifies the detector spacing, that is the distance along its locus 
between points where raysums are evaluated, and this distance can be 
varied as a function of the projection angle. An aperture function 
allows the user to specify varying response across the detector. The 
object to be scanned is built up additively from elipses and rectangles, 
whose positions, sizes, orientations, and densities are specified by the 
user. These densities May be negative. Since SMARK75 Is a 
dimensionless program, there exists a facility to input a scaling, 
factor 
for the densities to take account of changes in attenuation 
correspmding to different photoi energies. 
The source used to scan the object is now characterised. This may be a 
representation of an x-ray or gamma-ray flux, with specified intensity, 
so that Poissonian statistical variations are included in the scanning 
process, or an infinitely intense source may be assumed, giving no such 
fluctuations. This section has been modified for applications 
simulating our scanner. 
Second, real projection data from a scanner or other experimental 
process can be input directly, along with a specification of the system 
geometry, conforming to the description above, for reconstruction. This 
information is read in via the same subroutines that SNARK75 uses to 
read the data it creates internally for simulations as described above. 
Third, a digital array, for example, an image from a scanner, can be 
read in, and pseudo-projection data calculated from it. ' 
Pseudo-projections differ from real projections, in that they are 
approximations, calculated by either the strip or the ray method. In 
the strip method, pixels only contribute to the pseudo-raysum if their 
centres lie within the ray connecting source and detector, and are given 
equal weights in the raysum. In the line method, all pixels intersected 
by the oentre of a ray are considered in the; rayaum, weighted by the 
length of the line within the pixel. (Pseudo-projections are used by 
iterative algorithms when comparing the iterated image with the' 
projection data, and when measuring the goodness of reconstruction). 
This pseudo-projection data is then used for reconstruction. 
3.5.2 Reconstruction. 
This part 'of the program implements the chosen reconstruction algorithm. 
The available algorithms in SNARK75 are convolution, with a choice of 
three filter functions; AA74, which incorporates relaxation if 
req. aired; SIRT; and divergent convolution, a method analagous to the 
convolution method, but for divergent geometry. There are also 
modifications of these algorithms for faster reconstruction with larger 
core recairements. SNARK77, a more recent version of the program, 
caatains a more complete set of algorithms, and this is currently being 
implemented on the CDC at ULCC. With the iterative methods, the user 
can either define a termination criterion, or set the number of 
iterations repaired. 
3.5., g Image Analysi s. 
This section of the program is used to make qualitative and quantitative 
assessments of the reconstruction. Grey-scale images using a 
line-printer technique can be obtained for a rough and ready visual 
assessment of the reconstruction. A more detailed statistical analysis 
of the data is available, and the goodness of the reconstruction can, be 
measured by the 'residual' parameter. This is the average difference 
between the projection data input and the pseudo-projections of the 
reconstructed, object. " In the case of simulationso the scanned object is 
available, and so the difference between the object and the 
reconstruction can be calculated. This option is obviously not 
available when real aoanner data is being used. 
3.5. 
-4 
Modifications 
Various changes and improvements for our specific applications have been 
Made to SNARK75 independent of the machine specific modifications. The 
experimental gamma-ray scanner can be simulated in the data generation 
routine by specifying the parameters of the photon flux. Here we have 
the following. The simulation accurately produces each raysum r. Using 
the reference count rate a and the number of counts n, the noise 
affected raysum r' is estimated as follows, where gauss(m. s) returns a 
random number from a gaussian distribution of mean m and standard 
deviation s: 
r' _ ln[t'(r, n)] - ln(t'(o, n)) , 
112 t'(o, n) a gauss[n/a, n ta] 
r 1/2 r 
t' (r, n) = gausa[ne /a, ne /a]. 
The program thus generates 'true' projections 'from the object for 
subsequent reconstruction. 
It is also possible to take previously processed projection data and 
perform alternative reconstructions. This routine essentially allows 
the user to short-cut acme of the SHARK75 routines. 
Objects that are speaifjed as digital arrays in a suitable format can be 
input to sNARK75 and 'soanned' 'using the pssudo-pro, jection routines. 
This is one way' of providing highly realistic data as an input to 
SHARK75 as opposed to-the Phan Ome generated by geometrical objects. 
Since a lot of effort and time 
was expended produoing Software at ULCC 
for microfilm output of images. etc 
{(; TPPOC), it xaa sensible to 
C, ` With data being ? fit via the 
8 
link 
to London. This required an extra subroutine in SNARK75 to convert the 
file containing reconstruction and image data'from binary to ASCII. A 
coding program at ULCC then converted the data back to binary for 
storage on magnetic disc or tape, for subsequent input to CTPROC. 
3.5.5 SüARK75 on CDC 
The original version of SNARK75 was implemented on the CDC 6600 at the 
University of London Computer Centre. In the form it was in, it could 
only process images of about 100 x 100 elements, which was not large 
enough for- the work intended. Images of up to 625x625 for display on a 
television monitor were required, although the largest array currently 
envisaged is 256x256.. This would have required nearly 400 real words of 
core just to hold the image, and at least 1200,000 real words to do a 
simulation and reconstruction. The available core on the CDC 6600 is 
only 60k bytes, and on the CDC 7600, where two levels of core are 
allowed, there is a maximum of 156k bytes. (On the CDC, a real word 
one 60-bit byte. ) 
All the numerical processing in SNARK75 is accomplished using a work 
array, which is dynamically allocated and released as required on a 
first out last in basis. That 1$, at any time . the 
ar unt of the work array is being used, and . `this 
a check 
S 
W' 
algorithms requiring lese storage er 
minimum possible 
equal, to those requiring more storage. It is this work array which, at 
the req fired times., holds the ire being prooessedº projection dato, 
and subsidiary storage for calculating pseudo-raYsumaº filtered 
projections , Quo.. 
The size of this work array can be kept snail 
if at 
any time only a single row )f an image is held in it. This can be 
accomplished by holding the image (and the object when a simulation is 
being performed) on random access files, and writing control software to 
read and write rows of data at the correct time. The modifications to 
achieve this were implemented, and slowed the program down considerably. 
but this was the only available way to proceed at the time. The 
modifications appeared to work, but reconstructions, particularly 
iterative ones, used to abort randomly. The same program, with the same 
data, would stop in different places each time it was run. Much effort 
was put into tracing the source of this error, and it was eventually 
concluded that the fault lay in the software for reading and writing 
random access files, and only came to light because of the enormous 
number of calls to these subroutines. It then took time to convince 
ULCC that, the fault indeed lay there, and even more time to correct the 
error. It was eventually traced to an error deep in the operating 
system. By this time, SNARK75 had been' implemented on the Rutherford 
Prime A. 
"3.5.6 SNARK75'on Prime. 
The decision to implement SNItR1r75 on the Rutherford Laboratory 
computer 'was taken for several reasons. First. was the difficulty 
explained above of getting a version to handle large arrays working 
4* 
UL+CC. The Prime has the advantage-of a virtual memory system, which 
means it appears to the user to have infinite core. This of course 
provided by the system doing the sort of file handling that was being 
developed at ULCC. It therefore aeexed-otraightfor+aOrd to run SMARM 
on the Prime. taking advantage of this facility to enable the prcoesaing 
The other re88pn3 were connected with the 
application to the Science Res roh Council far ' 
an interactive 
Multi-User Mini computer (MUM), which was probably to be a Prime. Since 
it was anticipated that the University of Surrey would get this Prime 
machine, it seemed sensible to start work using it. SNARK75 was 
therefore copied onto the Rutherford Prime A. and 
, 
modified to run 
thereon. These modifications turned out to be non-trivial. 
In virtual or 64V mode, the user can consider the core as infinite, 
provided that no arrays span segment boundaries. A segment is 64k 
words, or 16k reals, long. Any program needing larger arrays than this 
must work in BIG mode, which overcomes the problem of segmentation, but 
generates a far slower code. Also, all such arrays must be in common 
blocks. Since the work array in SNARK75 is some 400,000 real words 
words long, it must obviously use BIG mode. 
The major modification' needed- to implement SNARK75 on the Prime 
concerned the manner in which sections of the work array are passed to 
subroutines as arguments. Consider the following portion of a program: 
INTEGER N 
REAL WORK(100) 
Na 10 
CALL SllB(WORK (N, ) ) 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB(A) 
REAL A(13 
On the CDC this would pass the address of WORK(10) as the starting 
address of the array A. On the Prim, such calls work in the same 
to a nesting depth of one in 64V mode, but in BIG mode, which SNARK75 
must use, such calls produce the wrong result. This portion of program 
would give the array A the same starting address as WORIC. Since the 
allocation of the work array in SNARK75 is conveniently written 
in this 
form. all such calla had U) be modified to give the 
desired result on 
86. 
The Prime. has certain distinctiv? features, among which is the long 
integer. The Prime has 16-bit integers, 'which give it a range of 
integers of -32768 to +32767. This is not adequate for labelling an 
array of 256 x 256 elements, which requires an integer of 62000. Long 
integers, having two sixteen-bit words, have to be used, and all of 
SNARK75 had to be rewritten to incorporate long integers where 
necessary. This has the disadvantage that standard functions, for 
example to find the absolute value of an integer, or to find the. larger 
of two integers, do not work with long integers. It also has the 
disadvantage that the product of two short integers is a short integer, 
even though the assignment may be to a long integer. For example , the 
following program does not give the desired result: 
INTEGER I 
INTEGER*4 N 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM MULTIPLIES I BY I AND ASSIGNS THE RESULT 
C TO N. 
C THE VALUE OF I IS '10000. 
C 
DATA 1 /10000/ 
C 
N_ I'+ýI 
STOP 
END 
The value of bl frcwthis program would be -7936, and nbt 100,000,000 as 
intended. SNARK75 had to be rewritten so that whenever this situation 
was likely to occur, the Code was 3uit0bly modif. ied to produce the 
desired result. This in itself is easy, but since the Prime 
check for overflows, one never knows when the situation 
Nevertheless, the modifications were sucoesat! 'ully d6ne. 
A similar situation arises when the result of arithmetic with 
integer 
variables In assigned to a real variable. With some oompiler$ 
this is 
accomplished by performing real arithmetic with 
integers wham the 
assignment is real, and so the desired result 
is obtained. The Prime 
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does no such checking, but performs the arithmetic in integers, and 
assigns-the integer result to a real. Again; no checking is performed, 
so though the correction of this fault is trivial, its discovery is by 
Chance. An example of this was discovered in SNARK75 in December 1980 
after running an unchanged version for months, while looking for the 
cause of the 'ears' artifact. 
The Prime is essentially an interactive machine, so I modified SNARK75 
for interactive use. All inputs to the program are therefore prompted. 
Also, the user must supply names when asked for the useful files 
generated by SNARK75. These names are checked for existence, and 
permission to overwrite may be requested by the program. Also, the 
output file can be diverted away from the terminal, since it contains 
more information than is convenient to display on a terminal. Since 
SNARK75 can take a long time to run, particularly for large arrays, the 
user can submit it as a background job, having defined the files SNARK75 
should use instead of the user terminal. A 'HELP' routine in SNÄRK75 
that can be called by the user at-any time has been implemented, which 
lists the available options at that moment. There is also a brief user 
guide, SNARRAID, available to now users. 
3.6 CTPROC. 
CTPROC is a suite of programa3'written for microfilm graphics output at 
ULCC [Foster . 19791. Any. digital images of the oorreot format can be 
usedy and the programs produce grey-level images, contour plots, 
isometric projectiona. mot# oining of i r eg iox, of Interest 'data., 
etc.. It, has been superileded by CIA. but Was used ext. nffiivexy for our 
early sans and EMI Images. This package has now been superseded 
by 
CIA, and is no longer supported. 
3.7 CIA - Computerised Image Analysis. 
Th13 is a graphics package specially written for analysis of CT data 
using the Sigma 5674 grey-level terminal [Foster, 1981]. It performs a 
wide range of display and analysis functions, and has been used for all 
the analysis of scans discussed in this thesis. Its fuctions are 
summarised below: 
Grey Level display of images with windowing. 
Subtraction of images. 
Linear interpolation of images to larger and averaging to smaller 
arrays . 
Histogram and statistics of windowed data of whole image or of 
sub-regions of arbitrary shape. 
Value of image at any point, or average over a square centred at that 
point. 
Integral of function over arbitrary set of (discontinuous) line 
segnents, plot of funotion,; statisities, eta.. 
All the above functions can be performed on arbitrary square sub-regions 
of the image. 
Plots of single and multiple projections. 
Integrated projections: statistics and plot against angle. 
Histogram and statiatios of raysums 
The first scanxas performed over a period of 70 hours in November 1979, 
using a 10pCi source. The scanner was not then interfaced 
to the 
Prime, so data was dumped directly to a teletype with a paper 
tape punch 
as it wan collected. The paper tape was fed into the 
Prime and the data 
89. 
pre-processed before input to SNARK75. Reconstruction was with a 
convolution filtered back projection algorithm. The image was produced 
using CTPROC at ULCC (figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.8. Scan of perspex wedge - the first image. 
Major improvements were made to the software controlling data handling 
before any more scans were done. An interface to the Prime allowed the 
M6800 program to be loaded therefrom and data to be dumped thereto at 
the end of a run. This imposed a limitation on the size of the scans, 
since all the data needed to be held in the free 12k bytes of memory. 
This can partly be overcome by doing a series of scans 
to make up a 
single complete set of data, dumping after each scan, and editing 
the 
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data into -a single file, but this is clumsy. Clearly it would be 
advantageous to have on-line disc storage to- dump each. datum as it 
arrived, perhaps with some real time pre-processing. This is now 
feasible with the recent purchase of an Apple II computer with dual disc 
drives. 
The major improvement in scanning came with the purchase of the 100 mCi 
Am source of fairly high specific activity This increased counting 
rytets by a factor of 100, allowing scans to be completed in relatively 
s, nort periods of time, even with narrow collimation for good resolution. 
In the early scans, a hardware fault introduced spurious data into 
scans. This was eventually traced to a fault in the 8k memory board 
which was therefore replaced. Subsequent scans showed no o omalous 
data and have been successful. 
The next fault to be discovered on the scanner concerned the drive 
pulses received by the drive card interface. The waveforms on several 
of t;, e lines were very spikey, and the spikes on the direction control 
line to the linear slide motor caused the slide to lose a few microns 00 
each Lraverße. This eras a so were problem, but was thought easiest to 
cure by hardware modifications: the direction change is now controlled 
by a monostable triggered by the rotation of the turntable. This 
modification successfully overcome the faulty stepping problem. 
The ' esrs' artifact wow a significant problem causing distortion, of 
image; as shown in figure 3.5" The two halves of the image do not quite 
match up, and there are low density streaks from the edges of the region 
of mismatch. Its solutiOf was very time consuming although eventually 
extremely simple. Since the . original 
, coarse' scans, the 
source/detector configuration had been aligned by eye, and 
the object 
9i. 
moved to the starting position o' the scan using software. Since this 
Procedure worked for the 'coarse' scans, the fact that it was an 
approximation was overlooked when scan resolution improved. It was not 
until projections of 'accurately' positioned objects were plotted that 
the fault was diagnosed., The solution to the 'ears' artifact is 
described in the data processing section above. Such a procedure can 
also be used to correct for linear motion artifacts in CT scans, so long 
as the motion ocours between projections. 
'Ears' artifacts have been produced by simulations using SNARK75, where 
all the projections of a simple circular object have been shifted by the 
same amount (figures 3.5c and 3.5d). These. simulate a circular object 
rotated about its centre but offset from the centre of the projections 
by the equivalent of 2 pixels and 4 pixels respectively. 
Ideally, the gaMa-ray beam should be fixed with reference to the 
scanner bed. Faii: 
. g this, other. options are possible 
for locating the 
object precisely.. One is to fix a high attenuation pin to the scanned 
object, and use the position of the spike produced by this on the 
projections to locate the object. An alternative ia to place the 
scanned object in a high sided circular tray. so that the sides of the 
tray are scanned too. The edges of the tray can be detected on the 
projections and t: yed to locate the centre of rotation. Both these 
methods involve le;; s approximation than the current method, and are not 
30 susceptible t-, noise,, but do involve slightly more sophisticated 
3o ft ware. 
Current, and perhaps recurrent problems concern the $6800 memory. 
frequently, though not al' Y$,, get a spike at a specific location in 
memory, but this is only of nuisance value, and can be edited out of the 
projection data., Preaent'MQrk includes the transfer of scanner control 
to the Apple II system, whic!, has more core, twin disc drives, and 
imaging capabilities. This work is part of another research project, 
and will be described in a future thesis. 
Figure 3.9 shows an example of the quality of scan now obtained using 
the scanner described in this chapter. A more detailed discussion of 
Figure 3.9. Scan of perspex and water phantom - the latest 
image. 
results from the scanner is postponed to chapter 5. 
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CH. IPTER 4. 
ANALYSIS OF ERRORS. 
4.1 Introduction. 
This chapter attempts to describe the propagation of statistical errors 
from the photon fluctuations to the final image. Criteria are developed 
for determining the most suitable parameters to minimise projection data 
variance when scanning any given object. The dependence of the image 
noise on reconstruction parameters is detailed, and the variance and 
covariiýoe' functions of the image derived. 
4.2 Projection Data. 
The correct model for radioactive decay is a binomial or Ruark-Devol 
process (Spyrou, Foster, Jones, Kouris, Matthews 19811, where we have 
the probability of n counts in time t, with mean life 1/A and an initial 
number of radioactive nuclei N, given by: 
N-n n 
P(n;, \t; N) = Ni . exp(-*\t) . (1-exp(-. \t)) 
nl(N )f 
If the period of experimental observation is significantly less than the 
mean life 1A then this can be approximated by a Poisson processo thug 
n 
P(n; t) z (NAt) exp( Kht) 
The process of tran3mi3sion 'of otons thr4ui material 
equivalent problem to that of radioactive decay. The probability of m 
out of n photons being transmitted through a thichness of material ux, 
where/' is the linear attenuation -coefficient and x is distance, is 
given by: 
m n-m 
P(m; px, n) = nl . (exp(-: px)) .. 
(9-exp(-)ax)) 
ml(n»m) 1 
This. ean only be approximated'by a Poisson process when exp(-yx) is 
close to zero or one. Suppose we are correct in assuming that our 
source can be regarded as obeying Poisson statistics for the duration of 
the experiment. Clearly , the same will not be true of the transmission 
process, so we will therefore assume a binomial model for the 
transmission of photons through the scanned object. The probability of 
of m photons being transmitted through a thickness ux and in a period t 
is. given by: 
06 P(at; n, )Ix, Xb) =2 P(n; Xt). P(m; }ax. n) ; 
nam 
nm n-m 
(N), t) . exp(-*t). (exp(-px)) . (1-exp(-px)) 
nzm (n-*)I m.! 
Define the probability p as follows: 
p N*\t, e. xp (-px ) 
Then it can easily be shown t 
and this is a Poisson distribution. We can therefore estimt 
standard deviation of any detected Conn using the square roOt 
l1r ; the 
is determined as follows. ' 
n=n exp( r) t(r; n) t O; n) 
where n is the number of detected events, t(r; n) is the time to detect 
these events when a thickness r is being probed, and t(O; n) is the time 
to detect n events when air is being probed. Hence: 
r inC t(r; n) 3-in[ t(O; n) 7 
The variance of this measurement of r is therefore given by,. 
22 
var(r; n) = var(t(r; n))ý dr ý+ var(t(O; n)){ dr dt(r; n l dt(O; n) 
I 
(y. 7) 
where the derivatives are evaluated at the mean values of the variables: 
var(r; n) _ var(t(r; n)) + var(t(O; n)) 
22 
<t(r; n)> <t(O; n)> 
Defining: 
V(r; n) = var(t(r; n)) 
2 
<t(r; n)> 
(4.2) 
(4: 3) 
t4. u> 
We must now consider how the terms V(r; n) very with n. Let `us assume 
that the counts detected by the scanner obey Poissonian staistios: This 
is a valid assumption as shown above, if either the emission or the 
attenuation process is a Poiasonian process, whioh is true for our 
applications. The probabiitiy of detecting n photons in e period t 
where the mean detection rate is a, is given by: 
n, 
P(n; t) o (at) . e. xp(--at) 
nt 
The interval distribution for n detected events, or the n-fold interval 
distribution, is therefore given by: 
f(t; n) x P(n-1,; t). P(1; dt) 
dt 
n-1 
_ (at) . 
exp(-at). a dt 
(. rr-1)l dt 
n n-1 
f(t; n) =at "exp(-"at) " 
n-1)! 
The expected value of t, <t; n>, is given by: 
00 
<t; n> =ýt f(t; n). dt ; 
0 
°' nn 
a .t . axp(-at) ; 0 (n-1_)1 
<t; n> =n ä 
2 
Similarly, the expected value of t is given 
the variance of t 
(4.5) 
Cu. 6> 
22 
var(t; n) = <t ; n> - <t; n> 
= n(n+i) -n 
2 
22 
aa 
(u. 7) 
The variance of the raysum measurement var(r; n) can now be calculated. 
The detected count-rate, a, is obviously a function of r, and so is 
written now as a(r). Fran (4.3)., (4.6) and (4.7). 
2 
V(r; n) =n . a(r) 22 
a(r) n 
:1. 
n 
which is independent of r and a, so using (4.5): 
var(r; n) =2 
ä (a. 8) 
This tells us that the variance of 'a raysum, in the case of continuous 
time variation, is dependent only on and is inversely proportional to, 
n, as was expected when thia scanning mode was adopted. 
The rayswrae in each angle sre. 
reference count t(0in). The covariance between the i-th and j-th 
cov{i j) =1 (4.9) 
4.2.1 Statistics for Quantised Time. 
In the case of quantised time measurement a's with the experimental 
scanner, we must discover what effect the quantisation has on the 
variances of the raysums Define F(t; n) as the probability of an 
interval of duration less than or equal to t Then: 
t 
F(t; n) = f(T; n). dT 
0 
(4.10) 
where f(T; n) is defined in (4.5). This can be integrated by parts to 
give 
n-1 i 
F(t; n) _9- exp(-at). (at) 
1=o i! 
=1- Z(t; n) 
Let us investigate the distribution of intervals less than is but greater 
than k-1, where k is the integer greater than t: 
k= Lt+1] 
This is a model of the scanner statistics, since we only have knowledge 
of the number of complete timing units 
that 
have passed when the scaler 
over fkows. Let us define the probability of this interval as 
Y(ic; n): 
F(k; n) -- F(k-4n) ; 
Z(k; n) 
Y(k; n) is the interval distribution for quantised time. It is a 
discrete distribution, as k takes. only integer values. The expected 
value of k is therefore given by 
<k; n> =gk. X(k; n) k=1 
m 
<k; n> _ 
.2 Z(k; 
n) . 
k=0 
2 
The expected value of k is given by: 
2 .a2 
<k ; n> zk . Y(k; n 
k=0 
(2k + 1). Z(k; n) 
kmU 
2 to 
<k ; n> 0 2.2 'k. Z(k; n) + <k; n> 
kso 
Hence we have: 
mn IA 1 
; t1 x 
op n-1 iik 
, 
<k; n> a x. d jx 
k=0 i=0 it" 
ý 
dx J 
2 00 00 i+1 
<k ; n> = 2. x. d x+ <k; n> 
k_0 i=0 it dx J 
3 ince: 
ýi -1 ýx= (1-x) 
1 *0 
by changing the order of 
, 
summation we can perform the infinite 
summation over k, and get 
n-1 ii -1 
<k; n> _2a[x. d1 . (1-. x) i=0 il dx J 
2 n-1 i i+1 -1 <k ; n> a2 2- ( x. d .( 1-x) + <k ; n> 
i=0 !( dx 
I 
In order to evaluate ' these series let us make the following 
definitions: 
Then . for i greater than zero, the 
1`01. 
i+ 1. j 
s'(i) :; E T'(i, j) x 
j_1 j+1 
(1-x) 
We can use the recurrence relationship between S(i) and S(i+1) to find a 
recurrence, relation for the T terms as follows: 
S(f+1) oarx. d ý. S(i) ; 
ü+1 dx 
where: 
i +1 jJ 
_ý T(i, j) j. x + (J+1 ). x a 
j+2 1 i+1 
l (1-x) (1-x) 
j=1 j+1 
c1 
G T(i+1. j). x 3=1 j+1 
(1-x) 
T(i+1,1) oa T(i 1) ; 
i+1 
f 
T(i+1 
rj) _pj .[ Vi J) + T(i j-1) ] 
i+l 
T(i+1 i+1) =a T(i i) . 
1 <j< i+1 ; 
Hence the expected value of k for a preset count n. <k; n>, can 
be 
computed using the recurrence relation. and the initial conditions 
for 
the sum: 
<k; n> _22 T(i j). x+ 
i. 1 j=1 J+1 I -x (1-x) . 
T(1,1). - a 
102. 
relation between S'(i) and S' (i+1 ), and derive that for the T' terms 
i+1 1 
S'(i) -- a x. d . (1 x) i! dx, 
ý 
i+1 j 
S'(i) =2 T'(i j). x 
j--1 j+1 
(1-x) 
and we get the recurrence relation: 
x. d 
IS, (i) 
i TX 
j+1 
_2a T'(i j). ý_+ ( +1)x 
j=1 i. j+1 j+2 
1(1 x) (1-x) 
i+2 
_2 T' ( i+1 . j) J=l 
Where: 
T'(1+1,1)=a. T'(i, 1) ; 
i 
T' (1+1 , j) [T' (i ,. j) 
+ T' (1, j-1) 7.1 <j<i+1 ; 
i 
T'(i+l, itt) =a (i+1). T'(i i) 
i 0 
2 
Hence the expected value of k can be computed using 
these relations 
and the initial conditions for the sum: 
T'(1,1): a , 
These expressions can now be used to determine the statistics of raysums 
measured by-the scanner. Recalling the expression for the variance of a 
raysum (4.3) and (4.4): 
var(r; n) = V(r; n) + V(o; n) 
V(r; n) = var(t(r); n) 
2, 
<t(r); n> 
we can now write: 
V(r; n) _ var(k(r); n) 
2 
<k(r); n> 
and these can be evaluated*using the recurrence relations derived above. 
. 
The value of var(r; n) is dependent on two terms, one from the reference 
measurement V(0; n), and one from the individual raysum measurements 
V(r; n). The parameter V(r; n) is plotted for various values of n against 
the parameter n/a in figure 4.1. These results were obtained by the 
theoretical calculations' discussed above, and by simulations, since the 
analytic expressions do not always converge quickly enough to be 
computationally feasible. It is obvious that for most values of n/a the 
variance terms. V are approximately 1/n, as was the case for continuous 
time. However. as the ratio between count and microprocessor inter At 
frkquency approaches unity the variance increases , and approximates 
the 
curve: 
0 . 747 V=0.128(atn) 
This meets the asyratotic value of V given by 1/n at the following point: 
1' Ob . 
V 
LOG10 
0 
1 
II ii rI; 1 r- r---, -ý-r-. T 
2 
na.. 
r--r-r--r7*l 
LOG 10 
3 
Figure 4.1. V(r; n) as a function of n/a for: * n=400; 
- n=4000; +- n=10000. 
0.253 
a=0.215n 
0 -. n=1000; 
giving an upper limit to the useful value of a for a specified n. 
counts per time unit where the time unit is a software variable: 
aac/u 
Here c is counts per second, and u defines the microprocessor interupt 
frequency in time units per se3ond. In the case of continuous time, u 
would tend to infinity and so a would tend to zero. In this situation, 
continuous statistics gives V(r; n) = 1/n which'agrees with the values 
of V shown in figure 4.1 as a tends to zero. The count rate, a, is a 
function of the raysum, r, and is given by, 
a(r) =n 
t(r; n) 
This parameter is clearly at its maximum when t(r; n) is at a minimum, 
that is for the reference counting rate. Fran the graph it can be seen 
that V(r; n) increases with increasing a, and so minimising a(O) will in 
turn minimise a(r) for all r, and minimise the variance of the 
projection data. This can be done by selecting the interrupt frequency 
so that the reference count rate is less than or of the order of the 
value given by equation (4.11). Also, since the maximum count must be 
less than 65k, the maximum of a double precision word, and this should 
occur when observing the thickest part of an object we have: 
0.253 
a(0) <0.215n 
a(rmax) >n 
rS-k 
(4.12') 
(q. 13) 
where a is in terms of microprocessor time units. If o is the abs&Ut 
count rate in counts per second, and T is the microprocessorinteruPt 
period in seconds than a is defined by: 
am c. T . 
which defines the useful range or the interrupt period for any given 
object and source. T can be calculated using the nomogram in figure 
4.2. This expression can also be written in terms of the maximum 
T(s) 
-r i 
Figure 4.2. Determination of microprocessor period T: rha, - upper 
limit to T as a function of c(0);. lhs - lcwer limit to Tas a function 
of c(rmax). 
thickness p. rmax that can 
variance is to remain as t/n: 
which is plotted in figure 4.3. This chows;, or example, that 
M" l+rnvrn 
41%ic, knE. ss 
(µ'. ý"f''_) 
., 
z. ---ý ioz Id3 lo* los 
Figure 4.3. Maximum thicknessp. rmax for preset count n 
to ti Ps stmt Cl. 
hold. 
4 .?. Background. 
I In this analysis, no aocount has been taken of the background counts, 
which in our case are very small. SuFpose we have a background cOunt 
rate of b. Then the expression for a raysum is given by: 
ln[n - bt(O; n)] - ln[n - bt(r; n)] + ln[t(r; n)] - ln[t(O; n)] . 
If n» bt(r, n), this reduces to the 
variance of the raysum is given by: 
earlier expression (4.1). The 
var(r) = A(r). var(t(r; n)) +A(o). var(t(O; n)) + A(b). var(b) ; 
2 
A(r) =n 
22 
[n - bt(r. n)] . [t(r, n)] 
2 
A(o) =n 
2 
[n - bt(O, n)1 
22 
A[b) =n . (t(rn) 22 
- bt(r, n)) [n - bt(O, n)] 
(u, 1u) 
The last term in (4.14) can be ignored by ensuring that var(b) is very 
small, that is, measuring b over a long period. The other background 
contributions can also be ignored if the same eritrion,, b« n/t(r n) A 
holds, and then (4.14) reduces to (4.2). and we can ignore the effects 
of background. 
4.2.3 Dead Time 
Dead time also affects the above considerations. If we ass a 
Poison 
description of photon statistics, as we have done up till now, we, can 
use the well known result (Muller 19671 that the n-fold interval 
distributiý°ý for a Poisson process with dead time z is just the drigiel, 
n-fold distribution shifted by nz. Equation (4.10) then becomes: 
109" 
t-nz 
F(t n) =ý f(T, n). dT 
0 0 
The remainder of the analysis is the same, except that t is replaced by 
t-nz in the results above. The effect of this is insignificant if the 
expected value of t, n/a is very much greater than nz, that is if az<<1. 
Typical count rates at present are less than 1000s"'t, and the dead time 
is then undetectable, so poses no problems at present. The effects 
could become significant with high count rates of the order of 100,000 
per second or more. If then a high activity, short-lived isotope were 
being used, so that decay over the measurement time is significant, the 
Ruark-Devol description may be the best. I have derived the dead time 
correction for this distribution, though it has not yet been computed 
due to numerical instability. 
4.3 Error Propagation Through Reconstruction 
Let the position dependent variance in the projection data noise be 
v(r A), and that in the reconstructed image 'be v'(r, A). 
There are two approaches to reconstruction. One. generally employed 
by 
iterative algorithms, outsiders raysums in turn, and determines the 
intersection of the ray with each pixel. This intersection is used 
to 
weight the back-projection of the raysum. The final value of each pi%e1 
is an average of the values within the pixel. Hence the variance of 
the 
pixel depends on the pixel- size. If the algorithm is perfect, esßh 
pixel value is the original function averaged over the pixel. 
The other approach, generally employed by analytic algorithms, ocnsider5 
the centre of the pixel as representing the pixel value. 
jr, 
back-projecting the filtered projection, the ray passing through thi$ 
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point may need to be calcul4ted': )y interpolation. In this case, the 
variance of each 'pixel'is independent of pixel size. If the algorithm 
is perfect. the value of each pixel is the value of the original 
function at the centre of the pixel. 
The analytic methods produce a solution whose variance is a continuous 
function v'(x, y), and the variance of a pixel is the value of this 
variance function at the centre of the pixel. Assuming that the same 
solution were arrived at using an iterative method, we would expect the 
variance v"(x, y) to be given by 
2 
v"(x+Y) = v'(x, y)(s/w) 
where w is the pixel size and s the step length. 
Since the convolution algorithm is the most analytically tractable, we 
will analyse the propagation of errors in some detail. Let us assume 
our projection data can be represented by the sums of pure projections 
p(r, 6) and superimposed noise n(r. 8), where n(r, 8) is a random 
value 
from sane probability distribution whose parameters may depend on r and 
9. Since: 
B{[p(r 8)+n(r, 6)7*h(r)) = B(p(r, A)*h(r)J + B{n(r, G)*h(r)) 
we can create a pure image plus a noise image, and so can analyse 
the 
effect of the noise portion n(r, g) of the projection on 
the 
reconstruction separatelY. The expected value of the noise in the 
image 
is given by B{<n(r, 6)>*h(r)), which is zero everywhere if the 
HoweYeF ý n(r. ß) has zero awn everywhere, as in most applics, ationd. 
shall not assume this. Barrett [Barrett, Gordon, Hershell. 1976; 
(see 
also Tanaka, Iinuna 1975)] suggests that the general 
form for the 
Propagation of errors through th.,. convolution algorithm is given by : 
(°° n 
h2 (rcos(A-d)-r'). v(r', ö). dr'. db 
-40 0 
This is not so, as Barrett has made a basic error in his analysis by 
confusing delta and impulse functions; in fact it is clear that the 
variance of an image reconstructed from an infinite number of noisy 
pro jections must be zero everywhere. The general expression for the 
propagation of projection noise through the convolution algorithm is 
given by- 
2 
v'(r, A) _ <[B'{(n(r, A)-<n(r, e)>)*h(r)}] > 
fao ý" n ý11 
= <D(r', d')D(r", d")> 
-a -00 00 
. h(rcos(A-6')-r')h(rcos(A-6'')-r"). dr'. dr". d6': d6" 
where D(r, d) is defined as: 
D(r, d) = n(r, d) - <n(r, d)> 
If the errors are uncorrelated, then 
<D(r'. b')D(r", d")> 
v(r. eS) ifr': r"and6 md" 
0 otherwise 
(y. 15) 
If we consider the covariance function (4.15) as 6 varies, we see it 
is 
zero everywhere, except at the point d", where it is finite. Hence the 
integral of the covariance aver 6' is zero, and we have: 
v'(r, A) =0. 
The case of an infinite number of contin 
1 12. 
us, projections ; hge"ef, 
that the lower limit of image va-iance is zero, and that poor data 
statistics can always be overcome by sufficient measurements. For the 
discrete case, we can write: 
MM S/2 S/2 
v'(r, A) a2222 <D(r b )D(r b )> 
i=1 jni ka-S/2 1=-3/2 k11j 
22 
, h(rcos(8-6. )-r )h(rcos(A-b 
)-r ). Ar (jb 
ikj1 
which, if the errors are not correlated, reduces to: 
M S/2 222 
v'(r, A) 22 v(r 6 )h (rcos(9-6 )-r )., &r p6 . i=1 k=-S/2 kiik 
Using this expression, the noise variance in the image can be calculated 
for any projection noise distribution. If the projection noise 
distribution is position independent, we can write v(r, Q) = v. In our 
case we have v(r, A) = 2/n, from (4.8), and: 
M S/2 222 
°222h (roos(A-6 )-r ). Qr A6 
n i=1 k=-S/2 ik 
Let r= reos(Q-h ). 
ii 
S/2 222 
v' (r 9) m22Gh (r -r ). Ar ., ad ä i=1 k=-S/2 ik 
f r +S/2 
v'(r, ®) =22 
1' h (r'). dr'. hr, &, 6 
nislJr ßl2 
2 
Since h(r') goes. as 1/r' for r' greAter thin unity (equation 1.16), 
30 
long as the absolute values of the limits of the integral are 
s1igntly 
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larger than unity we can write this as: 
M oo 22 
2n 2h (r'). dr'. Qr. Qb n i= i -oo 
The condition on the limits will only be violated when r is nearly equal 
to 3/2, that is, at the extremities of the image. With this exception, 
the variance in the image is then also position independent, so v'(r. e) 
v' , and : 
2ý2 
= 2Tt sýh (r). dr 
nM -oo nM J -oo 
The integral is inversely proportional to the cube of the sampling 
interval, so we can write: 
C' 22 
h (r). dr ok 
_ o0 
3 
-O0 3 
22 
v' 2k TI 
nMs 
2 
(4.17) 
The values of k 'for various filters are given below. (The Tanaka-linume 
filter is defined in terms of the gaussian point spread. function of the 
image with standard deviation z. Only if z is equal to a is the gpoted 
value correct) 
Br ac e we1l-Rana ohand ran 
Sheep-Logan 
Harming 
Tanaka-Iinuma 
0.289 
0.159 
0.0ö74 
0.188 
In fact, the raysum in most scanning experiments are not 
uncorrelsO I 
11g. 
as rays n the same projection use the same reference count. In our 
case, the covariances are position independent, and are given by 
equation (4.9). Then: 
>, z 
2/n if d' = 6" and r' = r" 
1/n if d' = O" and r' d r" 
0 if d, 4 d" . 
If we take this into consideration, we get: 
M S/2 S/2 
<D(r d )D(r ,d )> iz1 k-ý-. 9/2 ls-ý-S/2 k111 
(4.18) 
22 
. h(rcos(A-ö )-r )h(rcos(A-d 
)-r ). Ar . pb ik11 
V' = 
M S/2 S/2 
EE2 h(rcos(A--b )-r )h(rcos(A-b )-r )+ 
i=1 k--S/2 1a-S/2 1ki1 
222 
hý (rcos(A-b )-r . 
AO 
ik 
By a similar argument to that above, we can write this expression as: 
eo 2 2 
[(h(r). dr) +h (r). dr] 
Mn --. o . 
2 I-w 
The first integral in this expression is zero (since 
the image variance with this degree of correlation is given by: 
22 
VI kr 
2 
Ma n 
(x, 19) 
. 
This is the formula relevant to our scanner, and will be the ooa used 
future discussion. If reference counts are taken for e 
and an average calculated and used for all raysums, 
the_ oovariances arß, 
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given by 
<D(6 , r')D(6", 8")> s 
(M+1)/Mn if ö' = 6" and r' = r" 
1/Mn otherwise; 
and the image noise variance is then: 
22 
V' nk fl 
2 
Ms n 
This result is identical. to (4.19), and this prediction has been 
confirmed by experiment. 
It is interesting to note that the image variance increases with the 
square of the sampling frequency: this effect is.. caused by the filter, 
because of its ; R; dependence. The inverse dependence on the number of 
angles is noteworthy* the more angles taken, the lower the noise. It 
is therefore desirable to take as few rays as possible per projection 
Consistent with reasonable reconstruction, and as many angles as 
necessary to reduce noise to tolerable levels: 
The reconstruction variance is inversely proportional to Mn. In order 
to optimise reconstruction, it is desirable to increase M andtolerste a 
lower value of n so reducing algorithm noise and keeping photon hoi$e 
unchanged. Another useful representation of (4.19) is in terms of the 
total number of detected photons NSn. This leads to the formulatiof 
22 
=knD 
3 
MSns 
f 
where the very strong dependence on the 
Because of the constant, variance in the projections, the image variance 
thus calculated is an absolute, not a relativc quantity. Objects with a 
greater absolute, attenuation' will have lower relative errors for the 
same number of detected photons. 
If we take into account the fact that the filtered projections may be 
calculated at a' finite number of points, and intervening values needed 
for back-projection are interpolated, we get the following equations for 
zero- and first-order interpolation respectively: 
2 
v'(r, e) -1G [(1-2y )a(0) + 2y (1-y )a(1)]., &r. Q6 
0n k=1 kkk 
M2 
v' (r, ®) =1. y a(0)., ýr., Ob , 1n k=1 k 
where, using 11 to denote the integer value: 
= rcas(ß-d ). - [rocst8-d )7 , kk 
and a(n) is the autooorrelation function: 
I 
a(n) _1ý h(r)h(r+n). dr . 
a 
Since: 
<y>_o 
k 
these formulas reduce to. the -expression (L . 19) derived 
such 'interpolation has do effect on photon noise. 
The covariance of the noise image at any two paints 
calculated in a similar waY: 
MM S/2 °/2 
2- 225 h(rcos(6-6 )-r )h(scos(m-b )-r ) 
i=1 k=1 j_-S/2"1=-S/2 
,ijk1 
22 
. <D(r b 
)D(s 6 )>. Qr . fjd 
j11k 
which, using (4.18) gives: 
cov(r 6; 3, $) = 31 + S2 ; 
M S/2 
Si = M. ý2 h(rcos(8-6 )-r )h(scos(10-6 )-r ). ©r., &6 
Mn i=l js-8/2 ijij 
M S/2 S/2 2 
32 = n. 2 22 h(roos(®-6 )-r )h(scos(UI-6 )-r Mn i=1 j=-3/2 1=-S/2 iji1 
ý 
Si = ns 
n 
h(rcos(8-6)-r')h(scos(m-6)-r'). dr'. d8 
Mn 0 -a 
tý aý 
= -2113 
ý 
h(t)h(t+k(ß)). dt. db 
Mn 0 --. 
t= rcos(A-b) -r' ; 
k(b) = sco3(0-6)-rco3(A-6) 
= xcos(b-A) . 
where x is the distace separating the points, and 4 is the Polar an&Ze 
ý_ 
of the line joining the points. 
. 
Using the autoaorrelstion the 
[Bracewell 19651 and symmetry arguments, this can be rewritten as: 
('21i ('"4 2 21tißxeos(6-X) 
Si = -tts 1yH (R)e" . dR. d6 
Mn Jo Jo 
where J is a Bessel function of the first kind of order zero. 
0. 
fn f-o 2 S2 =nJ [} h(r). dr] db 
Ma 0 J-ao Mn J0 J-ao 
and since the integral is zero, the expression for the covariance of any 
two points (r, A) and (s, $) separated by a distance x 1s: 
fon 2 
cov(x) a -11s H (R)J (211Rx). dR . Mn 00 
For the Bracewell-Ranachandran filter this expression reduces to: 
R' 2 
cov(x) -ns RJ (2nRx). dR ; 
Mn 00 
22 
-k TTJ(x) 
2 
Mns 
J(x) = 
3 fix/s 2 
sRJ (R). dR 
243 -0 
k T1 x0 
(4.21) 
which is plotted as a function of xls, the relative distance between any 
two points, in figure 4.4. As can be seen this represents very little 
covariance between points as compared with their variance, which is 
1.0 
on the J(x) scale, unless pixels are spaced closer then the 39Op1e 
spacing s. This demonstrates in another way that no extra inf'ormation 
is obtainable by reconstruction on a finer array 
Other, less exact, estimates of image variance are available. 
or 
Radon's solution, and hence for all exact solutions, 
Friedman [Frieda ' 
Beattie, Laughlin 19741 gives in the limit as S tend$ to infinity for 
a 
119: 
J(x) 
X10-1 
1. G0_ 
Figure 4.4. J(x) as a function of x/s. 
continuous solution g(r, C): 
v (rA) ` . 1827. C1/n> 222 
g(r, A) 11 3 
r. 
.- -ý 
r'T''TTTý 
5 
xis 
Here, r Is the linear attenuation coefficient, and n the count for- 
ray. Since S tends to infinity, 3 must tend to zero. which makes Oa 
I 
expression meaningless* though its general dependence on M and 
correct. 
Using the approach of iterative algorithms described above, Huesman 
[Huesman 1977,19781 derives two identical approximate expressions for 
the variance of the minimum norm iterative and convolution solutions. 
In fact. in neither case does the analysis proceed beyond simple 
back-projection, and so his results are wrong by a constant factor at 
least. Assuming a constant variance v in the projection data, he gives: 
v'(r, 6) = 1.6Dv . 
(4.22) 
3 
Mbw 
This is dimensionally correct, and says that the variance depends on the 
number of data points, not on the mix between angles and rays, which is 
also right. However, for the iterative case, this solution is only 
arrived at when the number of angles M is 1.5 times the rays per 
projection S. Also, there is no reason why v' should be independent of 
r and 0 as this formula proposes. In form, this solution is very 
similar to (4.19), except that s has been replaced by w, and this is due 
to the adoption of the iterative approach to reconstruction. 
Tanaka and Iinuma [Tanaka, iinuma 1975] assume continuous projection 
data with Poisson noise of constant variance v, and suggest that their 
optimised filter (1.18) makes-the variance of the image noise vary with 
the inverse cube of s, compared with other methods which give an inverse 
square dependence, as above. This is not so, and if we use (4.16) with 
their filter (1.18) we get the expected inverse square dependence. 
4.4 Scanning Parameters. 
Various criteria have been suggested by different workers for the 
relationship between scanning parameters, N, M, and S, arrived at by a 
variety of analyses. If the. number of pixels exceeds the number of 
independent raysums MS, then the system is under-determined, and if the 
number of raysums exceeds the number of pixels the system is 
overdetermined. The effects on reconstruction in these two cases are 
different [Brooks, DiChiro 1976]. In overdetermined systems, the 
redundant information is averaged over the pixels and tends to reduce 
noise. Interpolation errors are also reduced. If the image is 
under-determined, analytic and iterative algorithms behave differently. 
Iterative algorithms tend to converge to the smoothest solution 
consistent with the available data. Analytic solutions implicitly 
assume that absent data resembles available data. They also require 
more interpolation, and so are relatively less efficient than iterative 
algorithms in this situation. None of the recommended criteria 
mentioned below deal with under-determined systems, in which there may 
be no unique solution. 
In an analysis using. Bessel functions of the convolution method, 5hyder 
[Snyder, Cox 1977] (see also [Gilbert 1972.11) produces relationships 
identical to (1.14): 
M=IOR' =145/2 
Mý115/2 
and concludes that unless -N> S. the error 
results only from the absence of spatial 
The expression M¢ ttit' has a useful interpretation. The wavelength 
the limiting frequency is 1/R',, and the number of these wavelengths on 
the circumference of a, circle of diameter D is M, the number of views 
required. If we reconstruct only on a circle of diameter D. as would 
appear valid, then the system is very much over-determined. This is 
because our sampling criterion was dictated by the extreme points of the 
circle, and the innermost region is consequently sampled more frequently 
than necessary. 
Bracewell [Bracewell, Riddle 19671 also suggests that M should be at 
least IIDR', and this is consistent with the recommendations of Klug and 
Crowther [Klug, Crowther 19721 and Gilbert [Gilbert 19721, all of whom 
approach the problem using equally spaced angles and convolution 
filtering. 
The scanning process essentially samples the Radon transform (1.1) at a 
finite number of points.. Cormack [Cormack 19783 has described exactly 
how this sampling takes place. Suppose we have a detector and source of 
beam-width a separated by a distance 1. For each projection, the beam 
is stepped across the field in steps of length s. Each measurement 
is 
an average of all the raysums in the beam, the extremes of which are 
shown in figure 14.5a. If a=3, 'then the sample is an average of 
the 
Radon transform over a region shown in figure 4.5b, and as the beam 
is 
stepped across the field, a series of such regions are sampled (figure 
4.5c). The angle x is given by: 
_1 
xn 2tan {all) 
If 1 increases, then x decreases, and in the limit average 
line of length a. If, on the other hand, a decreases relative to s, 
the 
regions contract and separate, and in the limit become Points 
situation. If 1=D. the diameter of the field, at 
123. 
the ideal 
a ? i, we get : 
Q b 
i24. 
_1 
x= 2tan (sLD) ; 
_1 
= 2tan (1! S) 
x ý2IS. 
If we have M projections, then the sampling theorem dictates that 
M= US/2 ; 
m=2/S=x 
The regions of the Radon transform sampled are then as shown shaded in 
figure 4.5d, and it would appear, as Cormack says, that we are only 
sampling half the available data. However, what we are trying, to do is 
obtain values of the transform at the points shown in figure 4.5e 
by 
averaging over the local region of each point. This sampling 
is 
sufficient to obtain the value of the transform everywhere on 
the 
assumption of band-limiting,, and we do not, as Cormack pro I°ses, need 
to 
extend our sampling to cover the 'unsampled half' of the transform. 
$o 
Connaok's criterion for complete sampling, M= i5, is invalid. 
In fact, we" can do considerably better than the formula M=1! S/2 if we 
use the band-limiting assumption. It would be stafficient. for eQUaliy 
good reconstruction, to sample the Radon transform as shown in figure 
4.5f on a rectangular grid of points. The transform can the" 
be 
calculated exactly everywhere. The required Projections 
interpolated exactly. This would require aaraplina 
number of points as with the traditional method, thus reducing sonnning 
time by 50%. The scanning sequence to colleot data thus would 
be 
slightly more cumbersome than the usual method, requiring a 
translation 
and a rotation for every raysum. processing 
would also be slower. and 
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no projections could be generat A from the data until the entire scan 
was complete. However, the Situation is, not quite so bad, since by 
sampling the transform row by row, we could perform at least half the 
interpolation during the scanning process. 
We are currently working on implementing this scanning scheme. 
Hussman [Huesman 1977] considers the problems for iterative techniques. 
He proposes the following, based on his rough analysis described above: 
W>2s 
M>1.55 
These can be rewritten as: 
S>2N 
M> 3N ; 
2 
SM> 6TW 
which are considerably less optimistic than other criteria. 
These criteria are. based on minimising reconstruction errors, 
sub-optimum reconstruction can clearly be achieved using 
and 
less 
over-determined and underdetermined systems. Brooks [Brooks, DiChirc. 
19761 suggests M>11S/4 using a circular array of points, and is SimP»Y 
based on the criterion of number of rapuNs equals number of Pixels, 
rather than any analytic considerations. He a1 auggeata 
farD°ka, 
Weiss, Talbert 19781, based on an analysis using symmetric objects 
M> l . 11L4/ 4. 
In order to achieve optimum reconstruction, the formula M= TIS/2 should 
be used. This modifies the expression for photon noise in the image 
. 
(4.19) which becomes, independent of S and M: 
2 
: 2k iC 
aDn 
v can be minimised to 2/n for a given count n by 
micro-processor interrupt period, T, satisfies: 
0.253 
0.215n >T> n 
cE0) 65000. o(max) 
Under these conditions (4.19) is valid. 
(4.211) 
ensuring that the 
The expression relating M 'and S (4.23) allows for the maxirnLim angular 
sampling according to the sampling theoem. However, except 
at the 
extremities of the cicle, sampling is more frequent than necessary, and 
no further information is gained. By sampling as described above, we 
can decrease scanning time by one half for the equivalent xesolution. 
CHAPTER 5. 
APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERISED TOMOGRAPHY . 
WITH GAMMA-RAYS. 
5.1 Introduction. 
This chapter discusses some of the pcfential applications of a simple 
gamma-ray CT scanner such as that described in chapter 3'. 
There are three possible areas of application: medical; industrial; 
and research. Medical applications could include bone densitometry of 
peripheral limbs. with scans being performed in tolerable times and with 
low doses. Systems for macroscopic imaging of the body using gamma-ray 
CT have been proposed [Boyd 1979), but would be cumbersome and 
expensive. 
Industrial applications are basically non-destructive testing and 
quality control. While a highly sophisticated scanner of the EMI type 
could be produced for industrial applications, it would perhaps be 
rather uneconomic. . The scan times of the order of minutes to hours 
for 
small industrial samples using a gang-ray scanner with a brighter 
source would be a viable alternative. The coat of Such a simple scanner 
La an order. of magnitude less than that of the sophisticated sYatelrk 
Finally, research applications are legion. aM a few are d0cusaº 
below. The present scan 'times are quite acceptable for. many r: eseare 
A catalogue of satins obtained using the experia 
tal game-ray aoanner 
described in chapter 3 follows. The salient points of 
the indiyiduai 
scans are discussed, and the information that can be obtained from each 
scan, despite the limitations of the system will be apparent. 
5.2 Flaw Detection. 
An examination of the projections of an object of small density 
variations or of periodic, circularly symmetric variations (such as an 
onion or a tree) illustrates the power of CT. The degree of information 
present on noisy projections can be readily visualised by stacking them 
(figure 5.1). The fluctuations on the projections of such objects are 
Figure 5.1. Projections of an onion. 
so fine that they may be well below the noise level, and still 
be 
perfectly reconstructed by using sufficient projec tions, as equation 
(4.19) illustrates. 
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A lot can be learned of an object from an individual projection - the 
obvious example being the conventional x-radiograph which has been 
successfully used as a diagnostic tool for. decades. In the case of 
one-dimensional projections, less information is available, but for some 
specific tasks it may be sufficient. A clear application is in quality 
control. Compared with unique objects like trees, industrial components 
are designed to be identical. This simplifies the problem of locating 
departures from the standard. A -single projection of a component can 
be 
compared with a standard, and any manufacturing defects may then be 
picked up. 
It may not even be necessary to know the angle of the projection or the 
orientation of the object, so long as there is sufficient structure to 
determine this from the projection. This sort of process may well fail 
with the detection of a crack if it is oriented orthogonally to the 
photon beam. If it is parallel to the beam, then detection probability 
rises considerably. 
A potentially major` application of CT scanning. in an industrial 
situation is for non-destructive testing, and particularly for the 
detection of cracks in components. The width of crack detectable by 
gamma-ray CT depends entirely on the time available for the detection 
process. 
Kruger et al [Kruger, Weckaung, Morris 1980] have bet up scanning 
system for the investigation of NDT applications of CT scanning. Using 
a 10OCi source of Iridium-192 and a 0.001mm % 2mm collimator, 
they 
produce a satisfactory scan of a 2cm diameter pipe with walls ltum thick 
showing a crack of . 01-. 015mm They used 180 projections and 
512 
per projection, 'and the scan took 3.5 hours. 
rays; 
Using the same parameters 
eda 10cfi aluminium cylinder, auceea3tully imaging 
pales 
of 0.8nm. 
Sweeney [Sweeney 1974] tested a system 'similar to our own and 
successfully scanned a stapler, among other objects, using a 40 Ci 
19'Ir 
source. He concluded that the scanning time (of the order of 6 hours) 
of a slow system, or the expense of a fast system, made the concept 
uneconomic as a general purpose NDT device. 
Let us investigate the parameters of void detection using CT. Equation 
(4.19) shows that all the points in the image have the same variance v' 
and standard deviation s'. Suppose we have a scan containing a region 
of uniform material of mean attenuation m'. What attenuation value, f, 
must a single pixel have in order that it can be detected as 
statistically different from this? To be significantly different at a 
P% confidence level, it must have an attenuation value satisfying: 
IM, -fl'Cs' P 
C=1.64 :C: 1.96 :C=2.58 
90 95 99 
Suppose there is a row of 1 pixels which appear to have a, signifieantly 
different mean attenuation m from the surrounding region of mean 
Since the variance of sampling means is given by v'/l', then this 
statistically significant at a P% aonfidence level if: 
1/2 I (m'-m)1 '>C 
3'` 
tRw. 
is 
The covariance of the pixels slightly increases the variance of sampling 
. means, but to an insignificant extent. 
crack of width a and length d at a 
Therefore in order to de"" 
cortfideNnae level, we require*- 
1/2 
m'(1 - w-C) iwvli .d>Cwp 
which using (4.24) and with w=s, gives: 
222 
s<c m' Dd 
22 
211k C 
P 
For a given object, this quantity is proportional to the scan time, and 
can be optimised by incr$sing n or decreasing s. For example, the 
detection of a 0. lnmx3mm crack in a 100mm diameter aluminium casting 
using 
241 Am would require: 
n> 400 
2 
3 
With s= Im m. this requires n= 400, or only 5% statistics in the 
projection data. 
5.3 Stress Patterns. 
The EMI scanner can detect density variations of as low as ö. 
3%. 
Therefore, in deformable opaque objects which can be compressed, 
stye hed or crushed by an appropriate loading, the CT scan will show UP 
the induced stress patterns, so long as the density variations are above 
the noise level. This can be accomplished by scanning for a 
sufficiently long time. This has been tried with a compressed rubber 
bung, but the attenuation was too high, and the. statistios too low, 
to 
overcome the noise. The experiment will be repeated at a later date. 
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5.4 Three Dimensional Imaging. 
A series of parallel scans can be built up to produce a three 
dimensional image of an object. This is not a true three-dimensional 
scan,, beoause there would be no scan-to-scan correlation, but it does 
provide a usable three dimensional image. This image, or parts of it 
that may be of interest, can be displayed on a graphics VDU using 
standard software routines. An image of 256x256 pixels specified by 
sixteen grey levels needs 256x256x4 bits of information. Using a 4,800 
baud line from the main computer, such an image could be displayed in 
about ten seconds on dedicated hardware. With the present grey-level 
terminal, such an image requires about two minutes to display. Any 
image processing, even something as simple as windowing, is tedious with 
a delay of this, magnitude. Rotation of three dimensional images, etc. 
would clearly not be feasible except with purpose built image processing 
hardware. Given the hardware. such an image can then be rotated, and 
perhaps even 'dissected' on the screen. This has been achieved for 
medical purposes already [G. T. Herman 19807. Edge detection routines 
are used to isolate the structure of interest, for example the heart or 
spine, and only the data for these regions is displayed. 
One arohaeologioal application would be in the examination of burial, 
urns prior to unpacking teem. EMI scans of a simulated burial urn 
are 
shown it figures 5.2a and 5.2b. This urn is completed at the top 
edges 
with modern pottery, and contains ash, a long bone, marbles, and coins. 
In the case of real urns, their contents are unkn©wn, and a single scan 
is not sufficient to determine the apparent struoture5 shown 
(figures 
5.2o and 5.2d). If multiple scans were built into S three-dimensional 
image, software routines could be used to window out unwanted 
data, such 
as the urn itself and the main filling material 
(probably ash), leaving 
any structures to be displayed. 
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a 
C. 
b 
ý 
Figure 5.2. EMI scans: a) and b) orthogonal slices of simulated burial 
urn; c) and d) Roman burial urns. 
5.5 Dendrochronology. 
; 
The process of dendrochronology, determining the age of wooden artifacts 
or sections of trees from their ring structure, is well understood. The 
traditional method of dating is to take a core from the sample, and 
measure the widths of the rings directly. This has certain 
disadvantages. First, only one, or perhaps a few, samples of each piece 
of wood can be studied in this way, giving very poor statistical 
reliability to the measured ring widths. This is seen to be 
particularly relevant when the ring structure of a tree is considered in 
any detail (figure 2.1). The width of a ring may vary considerably as 
it goes around the tree, and the relative widths of adjacent rings may 
not be well correlated as they go round the tree. It is therefore at 
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best only a first guess if dating is done using just a few cores. 
Second, the process of measurinb rings manually is very time-consuming 
and labourious. Third , the traditional techniques are 
destructive, 
since a sample must frequently be cored to reveal the internal ring 
structure. Using tomography overcomes all these drawbacks, and has 
several added advantages. A CT scan provides a digital map of 
attenuation, so that the ring structure can be imaged to provide 
quantitative information about the wood. For example, this may indicate 
that large parts of the section are unsuitable for dendrochronology 
because of waterlogging, rotting, etc.. From this map, any number of 
lines may be plotted through the centre of the ring structure, and the 
density variations along the lines calculated (figure 5.3). Each of 
Figure 5.3. Diametric attenuation plot of cedar 
( figure 2.1 ). 
tree section 
these diagonal density plots is equivalent to a core, and they could be 
uniformly spaced around the tree, or non-uniformly arranged 
if 
structures such as knots or cracks are to be avoided. 
These plots could 
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then be correlated to give an 'zverage' radial attenuation plot, and the 
ring widths determined by calculating the peak to peak distances. As 
large a number of diameters as necessary can be used to provide the ring 
widths with the required statistical accuracy. The resulting ring width 
sequence can then be compared with master sequences to obtain a dating. 
This method is non-invasive, and if computerised, with an operator using 
a graphics, terminal to assist the computer if necessary, relatively 
rapid. The ring information is available "for the entire scan 
cross-section in digitised form from the scanning process, so no manual 
measuring or coding need be done. Further statistical accuracy could be 
obtained by taking several slices and averaging the obtained ring 
widths. 
This technique has obvious advantages for dating rare and delicat e 
museum artifacts, or, with a truly portable scanner, for dating wooden 
beams in ancient buildings. 
5.6 Wood Quality. 
An extension. of the method described above could be used on living trees 
to provide information about their growth and wood quality. Using the 
ring information, further computation could yield the uniformity of the 
ring structure and estimate the smog of growth per season. Any defect3 
in the tree structure could also be diagnosed, and perhaps disease or 
pest invasion detected at an early stage. The saw technique could be 
used for in situ inspection of wooden telegraph poles, eto., 
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5.7 Multi-Energy Scanning : 
The attenuation coefficient of any element is a function of the energy, 
E of the gamma-ray photons and the atomic number, Z, of the element. 
If measurements are taken at a series of energies, the Z distribution of 
an object is theoretically obtainable by solving the simultaneous 
non-linear equations for Z. However, as can be seen from figure 5.4, 
the change in attenuation with change in energy is very similar for a 
Z increment 
. 
10 
0 200 400 GOO . 
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Figure 5.4. Change in mass attenuation with change 
a function of photon energy E and atomic number Z. 
energydU/dE, 93 
conäiderable range of values of Z for energies over 200keV. This me03 
that solving for Z distributions is limited to low energy scanning, sod 
therefore low attenuation and short mean free par samPles. 
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Another use of multi energy sources is to select the energy which gives 
the minimum variance in attenuation at any given time during the 
scan. The variance of the attenuation is given by: 
var(x, E) :1+1 
nn (E) 
0 
=1± exp(u(E)x) " . 
n (E) 
0 
,c+ exe(u(E)x) 
f(E)T 
where f(E) is the fraction of decays producing photons of energy E. For 
any multi-energy source, this gives a set of equations for the variance 
of attenuation of a uniform object. The range of thickness for which 
each gamma energy is applicable can therefore be determined., Consider 
the case of aluminium being scanned by 
152 Eu. The graph in figure 5.5 
shows that only three of the ganma-ray energies are useful for this 
application, with ranges of: 
1VkeV below 8.5mm. 
344keV 8.5mm to 30.5mm. 
1400keV above 30.5mun. 
This. technique could be used for objects made of one material, which may 
be a mixture or a compound, when the curves must, be derived by 
considering the mixture rule. The idea breaks down when different 
materials occur in the scanned object in different Proportions in' each. 
raysum. 
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Figure 5.5. Variance of attenuationmeasurement 
of length x for the useful energies of 112Eu. 
5.8_ Emission Tdmoýrýrphy. 
30 40 
X (mm) 
for aluminium absorber 
It is possible to use the present scanning apparatus for emission 
scanning, to determine the distribution of activitY Within a sample. 
This technique could *ISO be used to detect fiaas. eta, by aoakingoi 
injecting the aaspie with a racb-active material. IW34idn scanning has 
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a variety of applications, incli, ding the emission scanning of irradiated 
nuclear fuel rods to detect cracks and voids,. and measure uniformity of 
burn -u p. In such a case the self-absorption due to the presence of 
heavy elements would be a problem, but multi-energy techniques could be 
used to correct for this. 
The present software needs amending to handle emission scans 
efficiently: since currently the time taken to detect a preset number 
of photons is measured, in an emission scan the reference count would 
take an inordinately long time because it would be detecting background 
radiation. This could be alleviated by using a low activity source in 
place of the normal source for transmission scanning, and subtracting 
the effect from the reconstructed image. Obviously, this would only be 
a temporary measure, until the micro-porocessor software is amended. 
Using present software, an emission scan of a bottle of liquid has been 
performed on the scanner, and is shown in figure 5.6. 
Figure 5.6. Emission scan of a bottle containing radioactive liquid. 
5.9 Scans. 
This section comprises a catalogue of some of 
the successful scans 
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obtained with the laboratory scanner upto May 1981. These illustrate 
some of the potential areas of application of the system in its present 
stage of development. All the attenuation measurements given below are 
in units of mm 4. At 59.5keV, the energy of the Americium gamma rays 
used in most of the scans, the attenuation of some materials is liven in 
table 5.1. 
Table 5.1. 
Mass Linear . 
Material Attenuation Density Attenuation 
2-1 -3 -1 
cm g g. cm mm 
Water 0.020 0.9 98 
Carbon 0.176 2.300 
Iron. 1.23 7.87 
Perspex 0.193 1.19 
Zinc 1.80 7.14 
Aluminium 0.281 2.70 
Concrete 0.295 2.40 
Bone 0.274 1.85 
13 
The standard deviation of the peak formed by air in the histograms of 
reconstructed images can be used as a guide to the standard deviation of 
the noise in the image. This noise comes from various sources: first. 
the Poisson noise in the projection data. which is constant in all 
raysume, and equal to 2/n, where n is the number cf counts; second, the 
noise introduced by the pre-processing of the Projections which 
estimates the true centre of rotation using a least squares techniques 
third, the algorithm noise, caused by the approximations of summation 
instead of integration, interpolation, and numerical approximation in 
the arithmetic. It is only a rough guide bee*Uäe 
the a 
those regions of the image for which the expression 
derived 
#. 3 1a not valid: 
0.002 
0.040 
0.97 
0.023 
1.29 
0.076 
0.071 
0.051 
found in 
section 
quality gained by going fYOlß centre of mass 
centre of rotation shifts is considerable. The means and standard 
deviations of the air peaks for a set of scanp reconstructed using both 
techniques is given in table 5.2, and shows, a noise reduction of 50% in 
some cases. The shift to the centre of rotation is therefore used 
exclusively, and all the analyses following are based on such 
, 
reconstructions. Also tabulated are the standard deviations predicted 
using (4.19). Predicted and experimental standard deviations are 
Table 5.2. Air standard deviations. 
Shift to Shift to 
SCAN Predicted Centre of Mass. Centre of Rotation. 
35 0.00059 0. '0000 + . 0004 
0.0000 + . 
0002 
40 0.00021 0.0001 + . 0012 0.0000. + . 0008 
43 0.00059 0.0000 + . 
0004 0.0000 + . 0003 
47 0.00096 0.0001 + . 
0005 0.0001 + . 
0004 
48 0.00096 0.0001 + . 0004 
0.0001 + . 0004 
49 0.00059 0.0001 + . 0016 
0.0001 + . 0008 
50 0.00059 0.0025 + . 0144 
0.0022 + . 0149 
57 0.0013 0.0001 + . 0032 
0.0001 + . 
0035 
61 0.00065 0.0000 + . 0013 
0.0000 + . 0007 
66 0.00059 0.0001 + . 0021 
0.0001 + . 0011 
also shown in figure 5.7, where standard deviation is plotted against 
the quantity sue. The theoretical result is the straight line. OnlY 
four of the scans give a significantly better than expected standard 
deviation. The scans are described. in detail below, along with 
the 
reconstruoted laug 
o'ý` to s im--n 
Figure 5.7. Standard deviation of image pixels plotted against a/Rn-. 
fiWas pl+at#. *E Am not for air! , _but 
the aýa: t ugfvxp 
_resloei' 
of 
iCI*»* 
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SCAN35 
Date: 30.07.80 
Object: Wood Wedge. 
Source: lAm; 100mCi; 60KeV. 
Collimation: source 1.0mm; detector 1.0mm. 
40,000 counts per raysum. 
60 projections at 3.0 degree increments. 
80 rays per projection at 1.0mm. increments. 
Scan time: `10 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81 on a 79x79 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.0002. 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.00059. 
Figure 5.8. 
The scan is shown in figure 5.8a windowed between . 005 and . 01, and 
in 
this range has a mean of . 0076 and a standard 
deviation of . 0010 over 
1385 points. The rings are well defined, and using 
line integrals, the 
average attenuation for the five higher attenuation rings is . 0088, and 
the standard deviation of the measurements is . 0005. 
For the four less 
attenuating rings, the same figures are . 0068 and . 
0004. The ring 
widths can be measured by considring a plot of the attenuation along a 
line across them, as shown in figure 5.8b. This gives an average ring 
width of 3.9mm. 
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SCAN40 
Date: 15.08.80 
Object: Wood Section. 
Source: . 2-t-I Am; 100mCi; 60keV. 
Collimation: source 2.0mm; detector 2.0mm. 
100,000 counts per raysum. 
45 projections at 4.0 degree increments. 
140 rays per projection at 2.0mm increments. 
Scan time: `80 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81 on a 139x139 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.0008. 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.00021 
Figure 5.9. 
Though not all the rings are visible by any means 
in this scan (figure 
5.9), several regions of interest are visible. 
Wý- will examine the 
image from the bark at the outside and work inwards. 
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Q. hark has been well defined by this scan, and over 430 points gives a 
mean attenuation of 0.0075+ 0.0003. The region immediately below the 
bark is a high density region with a mean attenuation of 0.0136+ 0.0002; 
this was estimated using a line integration of the region with a length 
of 58.3 pixels. The ring with anomalously high density is known to be 
caused by an accumulation of group 2 elements: calcium, etc., and has 
been estimated to have an attenuation 50% higher than the surrounding 
wood Muria, Tout, Gilboy, Spyrou 19811. This scan provides a mean 
attenuation of 0.0139+ 0.0002, compared with an average for the whole 
piece of wood of 0.0098+ 0.00002, in good agreement with that 
prediction. The other ring of higher than expected attenuation has a 
mean of 0.0122+ 0.0003. The small region of high density near the 
centre of the tree is caused by a coring that failed: either the corer 
was blunt and compressed the wood, or it broke in the wood. A nine 
point average of this region about the point of highest attenuation 
gives a value of 0:. 017. Fran ngeasurements on the wood, we can estimate 
the corer as having an internal radius of 0.25cm. and an external 
radius of 0.125cm. This gives a cross sectional area of . 147 
cm for 
the corer. Assuming the surrounding wood has a uniform attenuation of 
0.01 (the local nine-point average), we can calculate the attenuation 
over the cross-sectional area of the corer as 0.0208mm . This 
is 
consistent with the concept of compressed wood, but not with a broken 
corer, since steel has an attenuation of 0.97mm 
SCAN43 
Date: 15.09.80 
Object: Onion. 
Source: 24'Am; 100mCi; 60keV. 
Collimation: source 1.0mm; detector 1.0mm. 
40,000 counts per raysum. 
60 projections at 3.0 degree increments. 
100 rays per projection at 1.0mm increments. 
Scan time: "35 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81 on a 99x99 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.0003 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.00059 
0- 
Figure 5.10. 
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This is a very successful scan (figure 5.10a), giving a surprising 
amount of information about the onion. The sections of an onion are 
mostly very close-packed with very few definite air spaces. A line 
section of the onion (figure 5.10b) shows that the mean level of 
the 
attenuation within segments is about 0.019 while at boundaries it 
is 
about 0.016-0.017. This is consistent with air spaces between onion 
layers of 0.002-0.003mm. 
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SCAN47 
Date: 18.09.80 
Object: Tomato. 
Source: 2y Am; 100mCi; 60keV. 
60 rays per projection at 1.0mm increments. 
Scan time: '7 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81 on a 59x59 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.004 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.00096 
Figure 5.11. 
Compared with the onion (SCAN 43), this scan is disappointing because of 
the lack of detail visible at a resolution of 1. Omm (figure 5.11). It 
does show a very uniform distribution in the bulk of the tomato, with a 
mean of 0.0203 and a standard deviation of 0.0005. This compares with 
the attenuation of water of 0.0206 at this energy. The central region 
has an attenuation mean and standard deviation of 0.0178 and 
0.0008. 
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The lack of observable detail is presumably because all the structures 
are very watery, and so have sinn filar attenuations. 
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SCAN48 
Date: 23.09.80 
Object: Lemon. 
Source: 'Am; 100mCi; 60keV. 
70 rays per projection at 1 . 0mm increments. 
Scan time: -8 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81 on a 69x69 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.0003 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.00096 
Figure 5.12. 
This is another very successful scan (figure 5.12), and the separate 
regions of the lemon are very well defined. There is some evidence 
of 
septa, though only detectable with knowledge of the structure. 
attenuations of the various regions of the lemon are: 
Skin: m=0.016 s=0.0014 n= 618. 
Sub-cutaneous layer: m=0.0156 s=0.0016 n= 1069. 
The 
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F1e5h: mý . 0205 s=0.0004 n= 2514. 
Centre: mn . 0144 s=0.0012 n= 44. 
The positions of the septa have been estimated from the attenuation 
distribution of the central region and the outer structure of the flesh. 
Line integrals along these straight lines give an average for septal 
attenuation of . 0202, with a standard deviation of 0.000++ over 
117 
points. This compares with an arbitrary non-septal line with a mean of 
0.0205 and a standard deviation of 0.0003 over 140 points. The septa 
can be distinguished at a very high confidence level. with a priori 
knowledge'of their position. If we assume the septa have the same 
attenuation as the sub-cutaneous layer. 0.016mm 
their average thickness as . 067mm. 
I we can calculate 
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SCAN49 
Date: 09.10.30 
Object: Wood Oval. 
Source: 2L+lAm; 100mCi; 60keV. 
100 rays per projection at 2.0mm increments. 
Scan time: -18 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81 on a 99x99 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.0008. 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.00059 
(Ja b 
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Figure 5.13. 
Some ring structure is discernible in this scan (figure 5.13a), 
but the 
most prominent feature is the high density layer beneath the bark. This 
is absent in some parts of the scan, and due to woodworm activity some 
low density regions appear among the high density tissue. 
The bark 
layer is very thin in the few places where it remains, and 
has been 
faithfully reproduced on the scan. The attenuation of 
the high 
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attenuation region is 0.0190+ ). 0006, which compares with the average 
for the wood of 0.0109+ 0.0010. 
A plot of the integrated projections is shown in figure 5.13b. This 
scan was also reconstructed by using the average of all the reference 
counts as the reference count for each ray. However, a plot of the 
integrated projections thus generated reveals a very-definite temporal 
dependence (figure 5.13c), presumably caused by instrumental drift 
during the 18 hour scan time, and so this method is not viable with 
present equipment. This could be corrected at run time by the M6800 
monitoring the photomultiplier gain, and adjusting it accordingly. The 
quality of the image generated by this faulty data is very little 
impaired qualitatively. The difference between the two images is shown 
(figure 5.13d), and it can be seen that the major discrepancy is on the 
object's edge. 
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SCAN50 
Date: 16.10.80 
Object: Aerosol can. 
Source: 2. stlAm; 100mCi; 60keV. 
100 rays per projection at 2.0mm increments. 
Scan time: -14 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81 on 99x99 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.0149. 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.00059 
OL 
G 
Figure 5.14. 
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The feature of note in this reconstruction (figure 5.14a) is 
the 
apparent high density of the rolled seams and the lower density of the 
sides of the canister. This effect is caused by the fact that the 
sampling beam is thicker than the material sampled. The effect of this 
can be seen very clearly by looking at the histogram of integrated 
projections (figure 5.14b). When the canister is viewed end on, 
the 
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projection integral, is very low because the thin canister walls are 
parallel to the beam. Hence most photons in the ray intersecting the 
canister edge are attenuated only by air.. and the observed attenuation 
is less than the real attenuation. If the canister walls are oriented 
such that all the photons in a ray intersect them then this efteot does 
not occur. It could be corrected for by calculating the correct 
attenuation and adjusting' the erroneous projections accordingly. The 
effect can be seen by comparing projections 31 and 29 (figure 5.14c), 
which show the canister 'head-on' and 6 degrees offset respectively. If 
we were to use projection 29 to calculate the attenuation of the wall, 
we would get a total of about 12.0; projection 31 gives only 5.0. The 
projection data could be altered to allow for this underestimation, but 
this has not yet been done, and it is not clear how to correct such 
projections in general. Projection 31 also clearly shows the region 
below the button, with a well marked depreaaion in the centre indicating 
the hollow stem. 
The top region of the canister has been *reconstructed with greater 
accuracy, and this is shown in greater detail by a region of interest 
image (figure 5.14d). 
The attenuation of the air outside the canister has a mean of 0.0002 
+0.0114 per cm. over 2204 pixels; 
mean of 0.0017+0.0117 suggesting attenuation by a vapour. 
the interior of the canister has a 
cap and the button have not been detected in the image. 
The plaatie 
The average attenuation along a canister wall is . 0034+. 
0188. If Wo 
assume that half the effect described above is caused by air, and half' 
by the vapour inside the canister, and that the aluminium walls hale an 
attenuation of . 076mm 
", 
we can calculate the wall thickness as 0.786em. 
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SCAN57 
Date: 14.11.80 
Object: Dry Battery. 
Source: 1.41Am; 100mCi; 60keV. 
50 rays per projection at 1. Omm increments. 
Scan time: -10 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81 on a 149x49 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.0035 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.0013 
a 
Figure 5.15. 
Three regions of the battery can be distinguished in this scan (figure 
5.15a): the outer casing, the carbon central rod, and the electrolyte 
paste between. The outer casing gives an attenuation average of . 
224 
and a standard deviation of 0.0136 for 192 points. The carbon rod 
is 
less easy to get good statistics on because of its small radius, 
but a 
mean of . 040 and a standard deviation of . 
0030 over 58 points was 
obtained using an interpolated image (figure 5.15b). This is in 
exact 
agreement with the attenuation of carbon. Analysis using interpolated 
images must be undertaken with care, as boundary pixels in the original 
image become smoothed, giving the impression of a boundary 
layer. The 
electrolyte has a mean attenuation of . 
1203 and a standard deviation of 
. 0054 over 
937 points. In fact, as is shown by 
the figure, the 
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attenuation of the electrolyte seems to have a radial dependence, with 
higher attenuation nearer the outer casing. This probably reflects 
chemical changes induced by the use of the battery. 
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SCAN61 
Date: 28.1 1.80 
Object: Aerosol can. 
Source: 24, Am; 100mCi; 60keV. 
Collimation: source 2.0mm; detector 2.0mm. 
4,000 counts per raysum. 
120 projections at 1.5 degree increments. 
50 rays per projection at 2.0mm increments. 
Scan time: -7 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81 on a 49x49 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.00089 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.00065 
Figure 5.16. 
This is the same canister as in SCAN 50, this time scanned 
horizontally, 
and positioned to detect the liquid contents (figure 5.16). 
This liquid 
has an attenuation of . 0374 with a standard 
deviation of , 
0013, over 550 
15 8" 
points. The exact attenuation cannot be determined theoretically since 
the chemical formula of the lacquer is unknown. The canister gave an 
attenuation of 0.0663 and a standard deviation of . 0090 over 121 points, 
but again the walls are thinner than the collimation, and, so an accurate 
attenuation value Is unobtainable. Fri the known attenuation of 
aluminium, the thickness of the Walls can be calculated as 0.83mm. This 
ooaparee with the earlier figure of 0.78 fr SCAN5O. 
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SCAN6G 
Date: 
Object: Egg. 
Source: 24t Am; 100mCi; 60keV. 
Collimation: source 1mm; detector 1mm. 
40,000 counts per raysum. 
60 projections at 3.0 degree increments. 
100 rays per projection at 1.0mm increments. 
Scan time: "'24 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81 on a 99x99 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.00106 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.00059 
CL 
Figure 5.17. 
This scan (figure 5.17a) shows the shell of the egg clearly, and the air 
space within, but 
there is no differentiation between yolk and albumen. 
The other 
feature of interest is the faintness of the shell adjacent 
to the air 
space. This is caused by an effect identical to that discussed 
in SCAN50 
The same effect occurs for the remainder of the shell, 
160. 
except here we have three media to consider instead of two: the presence 
of the egg contents causes the apparent attenuation of the shell to 
increase beyond the 'air only' value, and we cannot tell whether this 
over-compensates, under-co ensates, or cancels exactly. A plot of 
the integrated projections (figure S. 17ä) shows several suspicious 
projections with very high or very low integrals (projections number 11, 
12,20,4_3,46,48, S6). These are all associated with high noise 
levels on the projection outside the region of the object, and would be 
expected to occur occasionally. These measurements do not appear to 
impair the reconstruction quality: 
161. 
SCAN67. 
Date: 09.01.81. 
Object: Concrete Sample. 
Source: lAm; 100mCi; 60keV. 
Collimation: source 1.0mm; detector 2.0mm. 
1,000 counts per raysum. 
120 projections at 1.5 degree increments. 
50 rays per projection at 1.0mm increments. 
Scan time: -40 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81 on a 49x49 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.00135 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.0026 
Figure 5.18. 
This sample of concrete is shown 
(figure 5.18) interpolated to gmooth 
out the internal structure. The details of the aggregate 
can be seen. 
The attenuation mean is 0.0635, and the standard 
deviation o. 0041. 
162. 
SCAN68 
Date: 26.01.81. 
Object: Aluminium Casting 1. 
Source: 2 Am; 100mCi; 60keV. 
Collimation: source 2mm; detector 2mm. 
1,000 counts per raysum. 
30 projections at 6.0 degree increments. 
175 rays per projection at 2.0mm increments. 
Scan time: `20 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81 on a 175x175 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.0085 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.0026 
Figure 5.19. 
This is a low statistics scan of the casting (figure 
5.19), but it 
clearly shows the overall structure and some specific detail, such 
as 
the thinner end wall. Interpretation of other details is 
difficult due 
163. 
to the streaking caused by the small number of projections. The mean 
attenuation of the alusinium is given as 0.060 and the standard 
deviation as 0,0149. This is rather low. 
16 4. 
SCAN69. 
Date: 27.01.81. 
Object: Aluminium Casting 2. 
Source: 2*'Am; 100mCi; 60keV. 
Collimation: source 2mm; detector 2mm. 
400 counts per raysum. 
60 projections at 3.0 degree increments. 
100 rays per projection at 2. Omm increments. 
Scan time: -30 hours. 
Reconstructed on 25.03.81. on a 99x99 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.0030 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.0029 
Figure 5.20. 
This is a scan of another plane of the casting (figure 
5.20) The radii 
of the two small holes have been determined by region of 
interest 
studies as 2.7mm for the central hole and 2.72mm for the peripheral 
165. 
hole. These compwre with the real values of 2. Omm and 2.5mm. ' However, 
the peripheral hole broadens at the top, and the central hole is 
inclined at an anal* of twenty degrees to the vertical, both of which 
lid inerease. the apparent radius. 
166. 
SCAN70. 
Date: 03.03.81. 
Object: Orange. 
Source: "4'Am; 100mCi; 60keV. 
Collimation: source 1.0mm; detector 1.0mm. 
4,000 counts per raysum. 
60 projections at 3.0 degree increments. 
100 rays per projection at 1.0mm increments. 
Scan time: -15 hours. 
Reconstructed on 23.03.81 on a 99x99 array. 
Air peak standard deviation: 0.0016 
Predicted scan standard deviation: 0.0019 
Figure 5.21. 
Four regions are readily distinguished in the 
image (figure 5.21): 
Skin m=0.0181; s=0.0016; n= 219. 
Sub-skin m=0.0111; s= . 
0016; n= 261. 
167. 
Flesh m=0.0211; a= . 0015; n= 2442. 
Centre m= . 0079; s= . 0024; n= 51. 
There is evidence of se®oental structure in the flesh based on the shape 
of the fleshy region, but no septa are visible. 
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This work has shown that industrial CT scanning using gamma-ray sources 
is a viable technique. The gamma-ray scanner described has considerable 
limitations as currently implemented, but these can be overcome 
relatively simply. The major improvement needed is a decrease in 
scanning time of a factor of ten, and an increase in resolution of a 
factor of two. These could be achieved by using a brighter, higher 
energy. and higher activity source. There is no reason why an increase 
of a factor of a hundred or so in source brightness should degrade 
statistical performance or reconstruction accuracy. 
Optimizing scanning parameters -would 
also give improved imaging 
performance. This will be allowed when the new Apple II system takes 
over from the M6800. We will no longer be limited to 6000 raysums as at 
present, as individual projections will be dumped to disc as they are 
collected. We can therefore use the number of projections. required by 
the sampling theorem for the resolution required. 
The other drawback with the system is its relatively static nature., 
This fine for an experimental scanner, and even for many research and 
industrial applications. To fulfil the original concept however, it 
Must be able-to scan objects in situ, which means a new scanning rig 
must be designed, and this could use basically similarQOmponents. 
Amajor advantage of the system compared with a purpose designed scanner 
of the E$I type ii its relatively low cost. both to 0004truct_ and to 
run. Even with a more sophisticated ecannini rig, suitable 
 icroproceascr control, a-nd image reconstruction and 
display facilities, 
it would be difficult to imagine a. coat of over 
£20,000.00. 
169.1 
A wide variety of applications tave. been suggested and illustrated. A 
careful study is now needed of these and other applications. to 
determine which are viable and which merely hopeful. This will 
determine its useful role more exactly in the fields of imaging and 
non-destructive testing. This is for a future progamme of work. 
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